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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for
Volume XIV.
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Mrs. McQure

Train Wreck

1 Rihe

A coal train from Dawson ran
into
in the track
a
"
Plumlee's Hospital in Roy Friday
144
milepost
at
Dawson
near
morning after a brief illness.
Saturday
six
cars
afternoon and
The body was taken from the
hospital Saturday to the Church were derailed- - The Wrecker
in Mills where funeral services wa3 speeding to the scene when
were held, conducted by Rev. it was derailed by a similar place
Dent, of Abbott Interment was and ran on the ties for four teleat the Mills Cemetery.
Her graph poles before it could stop
maiden name was Grey, ;and The track was tightened up when
many brothers and eisters are the road was ballasted last winscattered all over the U, S. Her ter, and not "enough allowance
husband and two daughters sur- was made for the expansion
vive her and are heart broken which the hot. sun of Saturday
over their loss of a dev oted vife caused. The Sunday mail from
and North was delayed till 7:30
and mother.
in the evening.
A man who has seen as much
i
f
vi. wiiü iut:oc a o txiiy vtiic;i mail
ine El Paso &' Southwestern
here assures us of his firm belief
will
r
continue to run its trains on
,
.uu caraMMTlf
wwt ruuy Hiune win uuy nnrv
f;,
II
of wheat and as many beans ifiMMf otucuuic until . uic xuvui
,
,,
the season continues favorable. Li
uicii Laive me iiiiCL'ssíiry sieps io
meet all the demands of the government. The road is preparing
Lookout for Them
to keep smelters of the south- Exchanges which reach our west going for some time after
desk from the middle states are all train service is cut down, and
full of reports of discovery of at the same time be in a position
atrocities which agents of the to mere than meet the demands
German Government now 'being of. the government in the time of
need.
perpetrated in the U. S.
1 he agitators now trying to
The discovery of prisonous
i beans from
India mixed with start strikes in New' Mexico will
common navy beans led to the meet with mighty little escour-- .
discovery that five ear loiitls ofjHgemerit. The demands of tne
' these had been imported to this strikers at Bisbee are so
foolish
country by German agents and ' as to arouse the suspicions of the
government agents, it is the be- are being located.
Another story is of a .peddler lief of many vell informed meii
who is selling
in that German agents .are at the
which Leoprosy germs have fbottom of all the trouble in Ari- -'
where the wage scale is so
been found. This is the :srt of
:im;enemy the U. S. in company high already that . the strikers
with the other allied countries have made no demands for in- is fighting and our government creased wages.
.has known it and been preparing
;R. V. Magül, writes from Tex
for it for months.
Mrs. F. II. Foster tells lis this aa - - "Send mynaner here, hora?
peddler stopped at the home of t'atre has been lots of rain there-- i
;her son and they are weJJ fright-- ! Very dry here
No! I'm not
tened about him where die has homesick
much.
:been visiting jn Iowa.
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Section Foreman
Roy hit for El Paso Sunday
evening. He says he will apply
for a position as Truck-Drivfor .the Army but, of course we
idon'.t believe him Rather think
the Hupt. wants his advise about
Iracks et;this altitude- .-

school year.

liked in Roy.

Follswingisa list of the eighth
Tack Pendleton drove to Las grade graduates of Mora County
Vegas Tuesday in his car on
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determine why I went forth to
kill. The Frenchman and the
Briton have causes fine, and high
and when a foe they've smitten
they know the reason why. The

Written by Francis Ecott Key, on the nijrht of September H 1S14 wliilo
to wateh 'tinder the Runs of a I!rltlh Bhip tlie bombiirilment of
McHenry. He watciicU the fUg at tlie fort throuBh the whole day with
an anxiety that can lie bettor felt than described, until durkiiess prevcnteJ
him from seeing IL During the night he watched the bomhHheUs
at
early dawn his tye svu at;ain greeted by tlie .pruudly wavin, tU and
,t his
country.
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Jess Davenport w;is in town
Tuesday locking for some one to
head his wheat. The 25 or ,30;
headers sold here and at Mills in
addition to those whigh cared
for the previous crops seem like
an adequate supply but it is true
nevertheless that there is a big
seasons run for all of them.

Annie Gibson of Levy
honor graduate;

MORA

m
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Walt Mason in Los Angeles Times
,

Con Smith, the Sign painter.
who has spent part of h3 time
j here lettering signs on the
building and other build- ings in town which will commend
him as an expert sign painter
long after he has gone from us, j
left with his family Tuesday for
his home in Protection Kansas.
j
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of the state's entire school
Roy branch of that corpofation's ment
system. He anticipates a still
business. He has been here fre-- 1
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Santa Fe, N. M, July 5th:-A- n
increase of forty percent over
the previous year in the number
of graduates from the eighth
grade in the rural schools of New
Mexico was achieved during the
past school year accordingto a
compilation just completed by
the department of Education.
Reports from all rural schools
show a total of 10G2 boys and
girl3 who completed the eighth
grade work successfully. If the
eighth grade graduates of the in
corporated cities and towns be
added the grand total of those
now ready to enter New Mexico
high schools in September is
well over 1500.

luhtor rloersheim spent a
couple of days at Roy the first of
the week visiting with his parents
and while there took opportunity
to look over the numerous wheat
and
in the vicinity of
the Mesa city. We saw some of
the finest wheat that there is to
be seen on lands costing ten
times as much as the lands in the
vicinity of Roy. There are several fields of wheat that will go
over 25 bushels and plenty of it
that will go 12 bushels. The
beans look as good as those raised on irrigated lands. The far- mers of the Roy Mesa will raise
many thousands acres of wheat!
this year. The crop is now assur- jed without any further rain.
-- The Springer Times,
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Eighth Graders

Crop Prospect

8tar-SpanIe-

mi . Banner

J. McClure diod tót Dr.

Number za

COUNTY

MILLS

Ethel Carter
.

Grace Carter
Ruby Cunningham

John Hewlett
Claudia Lemon
Eddie Siler
Tena Siler
ROY

.

irtrude Bruce
Elmer Co!e
G
j

Clarence Leffier called Saturday to send copies of the
to
a number of his friends with the
story of the death of his friend,
Jas.' Kelly and save his writing a
lot of letters.

Clifton Downing
Conrad Evans
Ermal Greenwood
Kenneth Hall
Lucy Heflin
Jeanette Lusk
Elmer Scott

S--

Russian and the .Roman, the BelMOUNTAIN VIEW
gian
and ;the Serb, shootup the
Mt. Kidd. father of Webb and
Opal Everett
Oscar Kidd, arrived in Roy Sun- armored foeman autocracy to
Ruby Everett
day W'ith Mr. .Burleson, (the fat curb. For freedom men :are
LEVY
ouej itrom lesas coming m an fighting on. Europe's
land3r"the German at
New Babies
Kyler
RED CROSS MEETING
acto. They aee plainly glad to
Garth
J. W. Maib, who is living on
this writing, for ancient .error
get back to the
Annie Gibson
the Frank Seidel farm this sumAt the home of Mr. and Mrs.
stands. The Kaiser says, "Go
Margaret
Julian
, All members of the Red Cross mer, reports a fine crop of beans
slaughter, .go butcher till you die Ray Leach June 30, a boy.
Minnie
Beauchap
field.
his
on
paid
He
out
$35.
requested
are
to
Monday,
"F.
meet
Mrs.
II. Foster returned last make
men's blood run like water At the home of Mr. and Mrs. July 9th. 2:30 P. M.
at the last week hiring help to hoe the Cenneth Homsher
week from a months visit in Iowa
and do not ask me why. .Go, Wm. Brashears, June 30, a girl Christian
Mina Shirk
Roy.
Church,
All per- weeds out of them and feels that
She saw very few days without
At the home of Mr. and Mrs.
vassals, serfs, and visit my wrath
his
moneys
he
in
has
the
worth
sons who have given $1,00 or
rain while there and is glad to on all my foes; I
WAGON MOUND
am the great B. C. Jordan, of Route A, July more aré accounted members. improved appearance of his field
get back t New Mexico. She What-it-i2,
boy.
a
Mathews
Pearl
and what I tell you
Business of importance demands Many bean fields are getting
has interested many friends goes.
Dr.'
Self
accompanied
Dr.
Don't ask me questions
pretty weedy and if rain comes Bertha Patten ghe
attention at this time.
there in the tetter ..country and silly, don't prate
Harold Sterrett
wrong or ;Stork in choosing homes for
of
Correcting last weeks record that would make a bean crop the
fcsome of them will pry themselves
right; I'm the anointed Willie, these youngsters.
will
weeds
possession
of the
take
of donations - - The $50. from
'loose and com out "here to look
SOLANO
who bids you go and fight. I am
prevent
and
it,
fields
Maib
Mr.
personal
was
Albert
a
check
swollen
streams
The
up
soon.
it
Carrol
Newman
,Vv mw ui v,ttnu i OIJJ ibUC 111UV7AI
j i
has the right idea, farm right or
lini TV
and fields covered wiih water and
nas Purc"aea from T. E. Mitchell.
Alice Ross
stars; to me alone is given iL
not at all.
who
is
good
ac
lock
one
to
don't
nuo
pasture
Lawrence Williams
Since the report was published
, .
theiieart and front of Mars. .
customed to only the (necessary
Bevean
aim; HJiXld a th?u," several other donations to Red
f
in
youilow
S. E. Pelphry, of French sent
amovnt of rain.
acres W1,cn Cross fund have been paid in.
blood up to your ears, my dictum Bailil T.ü 1
"S, O. S." last week for hands
MORA
one of the finest springs on the Among
you must follow! Hoch, Deutsch
them is a check for $10. to irrigate on his farm there. We
capable
K. C. Market
mesa
of
wittering
several
Maes
Pablita
from Julius Appel, Roy merchant
land und zwei biers!" Amd so
had to tell him that we were
Alfonso Melendez
like driven cattle, the Germans hundred head of cattle the year and $5. from G. R'. Abernathy.
to draft the women into the
round.
58,00ft cattle here this week, go
Manuel Maes
Other donations will be publishto war, and wonder as they
fields in order to take care of the
with the bulk of the receipts con battle, what they are bleeding
John Martinez
ed after the above meeting.
crops on the mesa without spar
listing of fair to good grassers for.
Melinda Ortiz
Oscar Kidd drove in from his
Mrs. Frank A. Roy, Pres. ing any hands.
from the South. With tops sellJosefita Olivas
,
home in Texas last week in a
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Sec'y.
ing up to $13.45. These fairly U. S, Commissioner W. H. Ford and is! visiting his
Rudolph
Belle
brother,
Miss Mabel Bruce was called
good grasserfi from Oklahoma Willcox and wife left Monday on Webb, and
Toñita Sandoval
other friends here.
to
Mills Friday to assist Mrs.
came in freely all week, and a their annual vacation trip to He reports it very dry
Strong
Josephine
in Texas.
Congressman W. B. Walton re- Ethel Harper in the Postoffice
world of .them were not carrying Trinidad, Pueblo and Denver in
Rafael Trujillo
members us this week with a during the Report season, reenough flesh for killers and did their Ford. They will visit relaCroetilde Vigil
Dr. Plumlee is installing a wa- copy of a
edition, of turning home Saturday evening
not have quality enough for the tives, camp out along the way
ter heater and bathroom fixtures the current Congressional DirecOPTIMO
stocker men. which made them and have a regular good time.
by
the
tory.
the
at
Hospital
book
Program
is
The
a
clever
It
Patriotic
little
this
A,
week.
G
Martin Rolf
almost unalable.
Burleson is the plumber in with all you would want to know Endeavor, led by Miss" Lillian
John Nowlin was in town Mon- charge.
Receipts of bogs this week toabout the personal of this session Griner Sunday evening drew a
day
Mrs. Anna Patton and Miss
and made application for a
45,000..
around
taled
and we are now prepared to tell large crowd to the church and
Tillie Branch returned Tuesday
Today with 3,000 hogs our tract of State Land adjoining his
Clarerce Wright was down you who is what and where to was of unusual interest The
market ruled slow and steady farm which he wants to buy for from; Dawson visiting his ; amity find him jn Ws?hirgtón on a war an the Red Cross were the from Mera, where they have
y
Pusturer
been visiting.
ir
,
r
the later par t of last wesvblood-drench-
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FOREIGN

NEWS TO DATE

CAUGHT FROM THE NETWORK OP
WIRES ROUND ABOUT

THE WORLD.

Switzerland

government

NEW MEXICO

becomes

more
Shipping
between Germany
Holland is increasing.

REPUDIATE THE

MAY TAX APPORTIONED

The Spanish situation Is belleve4 to
be very grave.

IN PARAGRAPHS

HALt DISTRIBUTES
THE 8TATES FUNDS.

Russian provisional government
threatens to use force to suppress disWett.rn Ntwipaptr Union Nawi Service.
orders.
COMING EVENTS.
Section of English Socialists bas July 4.
Races at Albuquerque Speed-Juldeclined invitation to attend confer
ence in Stockholm.

l-- S

Salvador earthquakes which have
caused great damage In the last three
weeks have almost ceased.
Mayor of Havre France, called upRECORD OF IMPORTANT EVENTS
on citizens there to celebrate July
CONDENSED FOR BUSY
4th in honor of the United States.
PEOPLE.
t
At Bologna, Italy, Alfredo Cocchi,
slayer of Ruth Cruger, is In solitary
confinement in a dark dungeon on a
Wuliri Nsppr Union Aawsatrviea,
diet of bread and water.
ABOUT THE WAR
Lord Stanley, eldest son of the Earl
French soldiers occupy portions of
of Derby, was elected to parliament
Athens.
American sailing vessel is sunk. No for the Abercroruble division of Liverpool to succeed Richard C. Walmesley,
casualties.
recently created a baron.
on
drive
Turks
Per For tho
back Russians
first time during the war
Ian frontier.
the weekly report of the Imperial
Villa and troops moving on Juarez
Bank of Germany shows a decrease in
for attack is believed.
its gold resorve, 70,000,000 marks
Greece breaks off diplomatic relatho preceding week.
tions with central powers.
Special dispatches from Rotterdam
German attacks south of the Cojeul say it is inferred there, in view of the
river were repulsed by the British.
gagging of the German press that
Germany has imposed a fino of
something drastic has happened or is
francs on the occupied terri- about to happen in Germany.
tory of Rumania.
A small contingent of the United
Greece broke diplomatic relations States flying corps arrived in EngBulwith Germany, Austria-Hungarland wearing civilian clothes with
garia and Turkey.
,
blue silk armlets bearing white letr
The
steamer Adah ters "United States flying corps."
was torpedoed without warning and
In spite of the disorders at Sebastopol and anarchist threats at Petro-grad- ,
sunk by a German submarine.
there are indications of a
In the Aslago plateau zone the Austrian artillery has shattered positions marked Improvement in the situation
with a growing support of the govrecently taken by he Italians.
Brazil is no longer neutral in the ernment and a growing animosity
world war and the German empire has against the forces which made for
disintegration in the army.
another enemy arrayed against It.
Premier Lloyd George, speaking at
Mines of Teuton vessels last week
were responsible for the sinking of Glasgow on the question of peace, said
In his judgment the war would
twenty-onBritish vessels of more that
come to an end when the entente
than 1,600 tons.
armies had reached the aims which
British take 2,000 yards of frontline they had áet out to
attain when they
trenches from Germans near Oppy in accepted Germany's challenge.
If the
region,
Arras
and take 247 prisoners war ended a single minute before, he
and twelve machine guns.
said, it would be the greatest disaster
Two contingents of United States in the history of mankind.
troops arrive in France. Great enthusiasm .prevails as first Americans SPORTING NEWS
Standing of Wtatern League Club,
Join the allied fighting forces.
CLUBS.
Won. Lout. Pet
Lively fighting continues between Des Moines
40
26
.60S
Lincoln
37
28
.669
south-wes- t
s
Russians and
Jopnn
29
35
.547
of Lutsk, in Volynla, and be- Omaha
36
30
.645
84
31
tween the Strlpa and Dnelster rivers Sioux City
.623
31
Denver
34
.477
In Galicia.
St. Joseph
40
24
.376
23
43
.348
Under a protecting concentration Wichita
of artillery fire Canadian troops
John '(Snipe) Conley, Dallas Texas
stormed and captured the German league pitcher
and formerly Baltimore
front line trench before Avion, a subFed, holds the world record of consec
urb of Lens.
utive victories for right handed pitchGermans, after several attacks east ers.
of Corny, gain 1,000 yards of French
In an air duel fought at probably the
trenches at Verdun.
Germans also highest
altitude at which aviators
torm French positions on
have met in combat nearly four miles
front in Avocourt wood.
a Canadian triplano pursued and de
La Coulette, suburb of Lens, cap feated a German
aviatik.
tured by Canadians, as allies are hemJohnny
featherweight
Kilbane,
ming in that great French coal center from all sides. Germans fire champion, and Benny Leonard, who
homes of town In preparation for their recently won the lightweight title
from Freddie Welsh, signed articles at
last stand.
Philadelphia for a
bout to be
WESTERN
held at Shibe park, the home of the
Wholesale prices of potatoes at Chi- Philadelphia American league baseball
cago dropped 40 to 65 cents a bushel club on July 23rd, for a purse of
to the lowest level of the year.
In a proclamation by Acting Gov- GENERAL
ernor Frank L. Houx, Thursday, July
Admiral Dewey's flag ship in Manila
lTth, was designated registration day Bay
battle went aground in fog.
for the women of Wyoming.
American
Federation of Labor will
Twenty Japanese went to the recruiting office at El Paso, Texas, and not send delegates to conference in
offered to enlist in the United States Switzerland.
Gen. Alvaro Obregon, minister of
army. They were not accepted.
The first day of the strike called war and navy in the Mexican de facto
in the copper mines In the Blsbee government, may go to France as a
district by the Metal Mine Workers' military observer for the Mexican
Industrial Union ended with 50 per government.
Col. Oliver Hazard Payne,
cent of the men out.
capitalist and associate of
The New Mexico Council of State
Defense issued an urgent appeal to John D. Rockefeller, died from tho
the eligibles to respond immediately effects of age at his town home at
to the President's call for 70,000 reg- New York. He was 78.
Neither the steamship Ultonia nor
ular army volunteers.
Sixty five thousand pounds of wool the Manistee, reported torpedoed and
were sold to Boston interests at 72 sunk, carried passengers or troops, accents a pound, said to be the highest cording to representatives of the
line in New York.
price ever paid for wool in the state.
A Dutch armored cruiser, the first
In past years the price has averaged
warship flying the flag of Holland to
40 cents.
come
into an Atlantic port for more
WASHINGTON
ten years, arrived Friday. The
than
Wilson orders Investigation of lumwarship will remain for several days.
ber prices.
Governor Campbell of Arizona, at
Suffragets still dare Washington
the request of Sheriff Harry C. Wheelpolice.
Three served sentences and
er of Cochise county, and the mine opwere released.
erators of the Warren district, recomAn Immediate general reduction of mended to the department of labor the
$1 to $1.50 a ton in the price of coal appointment of a conciliator to enat the mine was agreed upon by rep- deavor to secure an agreement beresentatives of the coal operators.
tween the mine owners and the strikThe deBtroyer Shaw has completed ers of the district.
a record from a Pacific coast port to
Meager reports received In Salt
an Atlantic port, approximately 5,8Bf Lake City from the districts affected
miles in 14 days, 10 hours and 20 by the flood resulting from the break
minutes.
In the mammoth dam of the Price RivAmerican loans to the allies passed er Irrigation Company near Fairview,
the billion-dolla- r
mark when the treas- were to the effect that the waters
ury placed $15,000,000 to the credit of had practically subsided and that all
Great Britain and $10,000,000
to efforts were being concentrated upon
France's court
repairing the damage.
v
The $26,000,000 rivers and harbors
Dick Carter, arrested at Hutchinson,
appropriation bill passed the House by Kan., on a charge of murder In cona vote of 205 to 132.
nection with the kidnaping and death
Frederick M. Brown of Alaska was of Baby Lloyd Keet, bas confessed Imnominated by President Wilson to be plication in the alleged plot to kidnap
federal Judge for the Thiri Alaska C. A. Clement, a wealthy Jeweler,
district.
Prosecutor Paul O'Day said at Spring. The American Federation of Labor field, Mo.
has refused to participate in a trade
The. most pleasing: and melodious
union peace conference in Switzer- cry of "watch your step" that ever Island, Sept 17th.
sued from the lever cqrner of a New
The Senate passed the "daylight" York elevator was that emanating
avlng' bill. It provides for the ad- from the lips of Miss Edith' Werts and
vancing of the clock one hour from Miss Esther Kellerlane, New York's
May to October.' effective next rear.'
first war women elevator operators.
be-le-

'
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Fund Receives
Over
of Total, and Insane Asylum
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BAKER, AS DEFEN8E
COUNCIL HEAD, DECLARES

SECRETARY

$3 IS EXORBITANT.
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wonder
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State Treasurer
Koswell.
110 POWER TO FIX PRICES
H. L. Hall has distributed a
Sept.
3
Seventh Annual Northern
sum (or May taxes to various
nsw Mexico alr at Raton.
state institutions.
The total was
New Mexico contributed $43,604 to $264,424.73.
The distribution was as
SECRETARY OF NAVY DANIELS
the Red Cross fund.
follows:
Las Vegas Is full of visitors for the Current School fund
WILL BUY FOR GOVERNMENT
$36,223.54
Charitable Institutions
10,865.21
cowboys' reunion, July
AT $2.33 AT MINES.
23.9U9.28
Stats roads
16,783.54
The national guard enlistments Miscellaneous
Salary
69,916.00
have reached the 1,200 figure.
University of New Mexico ,, 17,021.02
7,943.32 Western Newipaper Union News Service,
Over $5,000 was raised in Silver Agricultural College
Minos
6,808.94
School
City in two days for the Red Cross Military of Institute
Washington, July 2. Secretary of
6.240.43
Normal University
10,212.08 War Baker, as president of the Coun
fund.
Normal School
9,757.27
n
A record enrollment was made at
Normal ... 2.155.06 cil of National Defense, repudiated
Deaf and Dumb Asylum
6.808.94 Saturday an agreement fixing a tenta
the Las Vegas Normal school, 765 reg- Blind
Asylum
6.106.04
istering,
i
2,268.76 tive price of $3 a ton for bituminous
Miners' Honpltal
Asylum
17,021.02 coal reached at a conference here
Insane
It is reported from Roswell that Reform School
G. 071. 91
2,268.76 Thursday between coal producers, Sea
quite a number of alleged slackers Museum of New Mexico
renltentiary, purchase of land 1,134.38 retary Lane, a member of the Defense
ure to be arrested.
Capitol contliiKent expense. . 6,201.23 Council, members of the council's coal
Acheson McCllntock, for years post- l'enltentiury, transfer dlsch'd
338.46 preparation committee, and the Fed
convicts
master and merchant at Rincón, Dona Penitentiary board
407.21
eral Trade Commission.
Penitentiary maintenance ... 7,959.18
Ana county, died at his home.
Neither the council nor its commit
to
1910
state
road
From taxes of
Mrs. Felix Nash, a patient In the fund,
the sum was $6,348.95, and from tees, Secretary Baker said in a letter
New Mexico hospital for the insane taxes, of 1911 to 1915
funds, the total to W. S. Gifford of the council, has
power to fix prices. He added that
at Las Vegas, committed suicide.
of $9,784.37 was given to the 1916 tax
the price of $3 at the mines suggested
There died at Silver City probably fund.
for bituminous coal is "exorbitant, un
the oldest woman in the state, Mrs.
Just and oppressive."
Juliana Guerrero, at the age of 101.
Rush Collection of Tax Arrears.
Secretary Daniels, another member
Mining and Smelt, The Cobre-PlatSanta Fe Governor W. E. Lindsey of the council, earlier in the day said
ing Company of Demlng, capitalized has sent out communications to the
agreement would in no way affect
at $230,000, filed incorporation, papers. county treasurers In all counties of the
coal purchases for the navy. The navy,
Locomotive Engineer John Law of the state and also to all district at- he said, will continue to buy from the
Santa Fé had a leg crushed when the torneys, urging upon them the import- mines at $2.33 a ton, leaving a price
passenger engine of the train was de- ance of remedying the present unfor- to be determined after the Federal
railed and Law was pinned under it tunate situation whereby some coun- Trade Commission has ascertained
The town of El Vado, In the north- ties show as low as 6 per cent of tax production costs.
He sets forth that the
In his letter to Mr. Gifford, Mr.
western part of the state, was not de- collections.
stroyed by a forest fire. A lumber delinquency is impairing the credit of Baker asserted that he believed no
mill there was destroyed, causing a the state, having made it necessary members of the Defense Council dis
to issue $120,000 in certifcates of In- agree with him as to the limitations
loss of $5,000.
W. D. Walker of Wagon Mound, debtedness to pay up state salaries, on the powers of the council and its
is the first citizen to pay In full his and suggests an early testing of the committees and as to the effect of
note to the Council of Defence, to 1917 law directed at the tax delin- the action taken. The fact that the
conferences were attended by mem
cover money which the state loaned quency evil.
bers of the council and of the trade
t j buy seeds.
commission, he declared, gave no le
Deal May Bring New Railroad.
1,300
men in the camp at
There are
agreement.
Silver City. Negotiations are said gality to the
Albuquerque, sheltered in "dog" and
agreement was
The
to
be under way which may result in
wall tents pending the construction
400 operators called
reached
after
of the wooden cantonment to be pro- the Jackllng Interests, which own the here by the coal production committee
Chino Copper Company, acquiring con
vided by the government.
had adopted resolutions authorizing
trol of the
Fuel Com
Officers of the New Mexico Nation- pany
their committees to give assent to
coal properties at Gallup. If the
al Guard have been busy this week
such maximum bituminous prices as
ultimately
goes
may
through
it
might be named by the secretary of
preparing lists of the men in their deal
mean the building of a railroad due
the Interior, the Federal Trade Com
commands and filling them to the south from Gallup to
Santa Rita and mission and the coal committee.
credit of the various counties of tho Hurley, opening up virgin
in
a
section
state.
western New Mexico rich in agriculREPUBLIC OF CHINA FALL8.
The provost marshal general fur- ture, live stock raising and mining,
nished the governor and council of and give the Mogollón mining campa
Manchu Regains Throne Army Head
state defense with the list of mem- railroad.
Commands President LI to Resign.
bers of county drafting boards for
London, July 2. Gen. Chang Hsun,
New Mexico appointed by the Presi- Many Santa Fe Employés Join Colors.
says a Reuter's limited dispatch from
dent.
Santa Fé. Over 250 employés of Peking, China, has informed President
' Because of a desire for a Joyride
the A. T. & S. F. have already enlist- LI Yuan Hung that he must retire
the state penitentiary gets two re- ed in the army, navy, national guaid, because
the Manchu Emperor, Hsuan
cruits, J. C. McBrlde and J. A. Swe-tak- ,' marines, signal, aviation, engineer or Tung,
has been restored to the throne.
two young men who helped them- officers reserve corps. The A. T. & Another
Reuter's limited dispatch
selves to the car of D. E. Jones of 8. F. management has decided to in- from Peking says that Hsuan Tung is
the mining camp of Hurley.
stall 125 miles of automatic block sued a mandate Saturday morning an
A fine of $100 and 100 days in Jail signals from San Francisco to Fres- nouncing his succession to the throne
was the punishment given by Judge no, there meeting the block signal of China.
David J. Leahy of Las Vegas to Mexi- line from Los Angeles. The cost will
can Pete Everett for uttering lan- exceed $350,000.
RUSSIA STARTS NEW DRIVE.
guage disrespectful to the flag and
Alleged Slacker Exonerated.
the government of the United States.
Teuton Trenches in East Subjected to
Santa Fé. The production of an
Most Extensive Attack Since
Girl students of the United States
Revolt.
Indian School at Albuquerque donated old family Bible in court exonerated
$30 for material for the Red Cross George Hickman of Lovlngton, Lea
Berlin (via London), July 2. The
and sent Red Cross headquarters nine county, of the charge of being a Russian troops In the eastern theater
bathrobes, twenty-onpajamas, fif- slacker, and secured his release.
of the war have opened a heavy atteen bed coats and a dozen pair of
tack on the Germans along the Strips
Albuquerque, $14,428 for Red Cross.
bed shoes.
front. They stormed the German poAlbuquerque.
The Red Cross chap sitions along an
line, but, acCol. J. H. Lockett, U. S. A., is now
stationed in Santa Fé as examining of- ter here in a three days' drive raised cording to the official German report,
for the national fund.
met with heavy losses and were forced
ficer for the officers' reserve, which $14,428
to retire. '
will be trained at Leon Spring, Tex.
Notary Public Appointed.
This was the moBt extensive attack
All applications from persons in New
Santa Fe Governor W. E. Lindsey delivered by the Russians since the
Mexico should be directed to Col.
appointed Alberto Garcia of Santa Fe revolution.
Lockett, Santa Fé.
a public notary.
The soldiers of New Russia nave
The New Mexico Health Associaassumed the aggressive. For the first
tion of Artesla, Eddy county, filed InHalf Million Bushels of Wheat
time since the revolution last March
corporation papers with capitalization
Glovls In spite of the dry weather Russian troops have begun an attack
of $200,000.
natu-'rallOf the last thirty days, which has
on an extensive scale.
Former Congressman B. C. Hernancut the wheat crop somewhat
British have captured German posidez, who arrived at Santa Fé with the short, elevator and grain men are preon a front of half a mile southtions
Council of Defense, of which he is a dicting
that Currar county will promember, states that the agricultural duce a half million bushels of wheat west and west of Lens.
productiveness In Rio Arriba bids fair this year. This estimate is
During June the British captured
based on
to show an increase of 25 to 30 per
prisoners, including 175 officers,
the first threshing that is taking place
cent this year. He says that the
guns.
in the county, the yield being found and also
have given some trouble.
Germans
and
French
are still in
to exceed the expectation. The wheat,
Attorney A. A. Sedlllo of Albu- though of short straw, has a well filled grips in the Verdun sector. East of
querque has brought suit in manda-mus- t grain and is running heavier than Rhelms a Geman surprise attack was
thrown back with heavy losses.
against Auditor W. G. Sargent would be expected.
Two German submarines were fired
to compel the latter to issue a warBig Increase In Bean Crop.
on by gunners on an American ship
rant for $1,500 appropriated by the
Legislature in addition to $2,000 alState College That there will be and it is believed one periscope was
A third submarine was
ready paid him for translating the something like a 500 per cent Increase shattered.
codification of the laws of New Mex- in bean acreage in Valencle county seen, but it submerged before the gun
,
ico.
this year over any previous year, is ners could fire upon it.
Actual drilling commenced at Camp the information obtained from J. G.
Negro 'Mob Kills Policeman.
Kitchener, when members of Battery Hamilton, county agricultural agent,
having
A and Company I were given prelimi- who makes this estimate after
East St. Louis, 111. More than 200
'
nary Instruction In foot movements on made a number of trips over the rioting negroes in East St Louis,
the athletic field at the State Uni- county. The Valencia county farmers Monday morning, every man armed
versity at Albuquerque, which so far are determined this year to fight the either with a rifle or a revolver, vir
is the hardest and best drill ground bean beetle, which in former years tually took possession of the "black
discovered in the neighborhood of the has caused an annual loss to bean belt," killed one policeman and seri'
growers ranging from 10 to 00 per ously wounded others.
camp.
cent.
Elmer J. Feemster, a trapper, in
Crowded Trolley Leaps Into Niagara,
the employ of the government on the
Vllllstas Must Stand Trial.
Jcmez reservation? and formerly color
Niagara Falls, N. Y., July 2. A Ni
Doming. The nineteen Mexicans, agara Gorge route car, crowded with
sergeant for the First New Mexico in
fantry, arrived In Albuquerque bring- alleged followers of Francisco Villa sightseers, plunged into the river In
f
ing three
puppies, one of when the Mexican leader raided Co- the upper reaches of the Whirlpool
which, June Bug, is the new regimen- lumbus, March 9, 1916, must
stand rapids Sunday afternoon. Thirteen
A soldier
tal mascot.
trial on charges of murder. This was bodies have been recovered.
Following the killing at Hurley of announced by Judge Raymond R. who saw the accident says he saw at
least six persons carried down the
Ignacio Velarde, a Mexican miner, by
Ryan of the Sixth Judicial district of river into the maelstrom below. Late
Oscar Rainville, a special officer, an
New Mexico, when he overruled a last night police and National Guard
other. Mexican, Guadalupe Munoz, was
to quash the indictments officers placed the number of known
by
unknown parties. motion
shot and killed
against the nineteen, who dead in the gorge accident at 18, and
brought
Several suspects are being held for
were brought out of México by Gen. the known Injured at 89.
Investigation. In the latter case.
Pershing.
meeting at
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Room at the Top.
Little Jennie had been eating very
heartily, but she asked for another
piece of cake.
"Jennie," said her mother, "I don't
believe I ought to give it to you. You're
about as full as a little girl can possibly be. Another mouthful, and you'll
surely burst !"
"But, mamma, my neck's left yet I"
mid the little girl, persuasively.
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sixty-seve-

Years'
Experience With
Kidney Recedy

Twenty-Fiv- e

and thirty venrn
TWwoon fwpntv-fu-- e
ago I commenced selling Dr. Kilmer's
Swamp-Roo- t
and during all tha,t 'time I
have never heard a single complaint from
my customers: they are more inclined to
praise it; and judging from their favorales I
able remarks and the repeated
is
enjoy I am confident that Swamp-Roo- t
a valuable medicine for the troubles for
which it is intended,
Very truly ours,
OTTO U. G. LirPERT,
Pharmacist.
Freeman, Cor. Liberty Sts.
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sept. 19, 1910.
Will Do For Yon
Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Send ten cents to Dr. Kilmer A Co..
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample i'm
bottle. It will convince anyone. lou
will also receive a booklet of valufl
information, telling about the kidneys
and bladder. When writing, be sure and
mention this paper. Regular fifty-cer
and
size bottles for sale a all
drug stores. Adv.
1601

WAS

OVERRULED BY HIS SON

Carson Tells How the
Young Man Got Into the British Navy.

Sir Edward

Sir Edward Carson introduced a
personal note Into a speech which he
mode the other day when he was the
guest of the Brliish Empire Producers'
organization, at the Savoy hotel, says
the London Chronicle.
"I remember," said Sir Edward,
"when a little son of mine came to me
and said 'Father, I wont to Join the
navy class at school.' I said, 'What
rubbish I You are going to bo a law
yer.' He told me plainly that I was
wrong, and I explained to him how
much better it would be to make mon
ey In the Temple than lose it at sea.
He said, 'You don't seem to- recognize
the Importance of the navy; it is the
great connecting link between the
mother country and the colonies.'
"I replied, 'Well, if you put it on
that high plane, I must alter my views.'
He is now commanding a submarine,
and only yesterday, In my capacity of
first lord of the admiralty, I had to
read an account of an attempt of one
of our destroyers to sink his subma
rine."

"Please, lady," begged the very dirty
tramp at the back door, "can you help
1 poor man that lost his job
three
sveeks ago and ain't been able to find
io work since?"
"What sort of a job was it?" asked
the lady.
"I was workin' in a soap factory."
"Well, it's plain to be seen that you
were not discharged for dishonesty."
The Proper One.
'I nra going to put a natch on for
tune."
"Then make it a potato patch."

The Danger
Zone for Many Is
Coffee Drinking

n

half-wol-

.

Some people find
it wise to quit coffee
when their nerves
begin to "act up."

The easy way

now-

adays is to switch to

Instant
Postum
Nothing in pleasure is missed by

the change, and
greater comfort folr
lóws as the nerves
rebuild.
Postum is economical
to both health and purse.

"There's a Reason"

:

THE 8PANI8HAMERICAN.
Joe's revjumse showed ni t..ne belt- slowly and met his eyes. It seemed to a day or two befoce we are quite sure."
4 K. that she looked at him as If she had
She stood looking down at Wilson s engrossment.
"If he dies, I'm murderer."
never really seen him before, and he quiet figure.
"He's not going to die," said K.
was right Readjustments are always
"I guess you know Tve been crazy
v
difficult"
about him," she said quietly. "Well, stoutly.
At four o'clock In the morning he
Sidney was trying to reconcile the K. that's all over. He never really cured
fie had known so well with this new for me. I pluyed his game und I lost. loft the enr nt the garage and walked
around to the little house. He had
K., no longer obscure, although still 've been expelled from the school."
forty-livhours; his
shabby, whose height had suddenly be
Quite suddenly she dropped on her hod no sleep for
;
come presence, whose quiet was the knees beside the bed, and put her eyes were sunken In his head the skin
and
his
looked
temples
over
drawn
quiet of infinite power.
cheek close to the sleeping man's hand.
She was suddenly shy of him, as he When after a moment she rose, she white. Ills clothes were wrinkled; the
stood looking down at her. He saw was controlled again, calm, very white. soft hat he hubltually wore wus white
the gleam of her engagement ring on
She turned townrd the door. But K. with the dust of the road.
As he opened the hall door, Christine
her finger. It seemed almost defiant could not let her go like that Her
Mary Roberts Rinchart
As though she had meant by wearing face frightened him. It was too calm, stirred In the room beyond. She came
It to emphasize her belief In her lover. too controlled. He followed her across out fully dressed.
"K are you sick?"
They did not speak beyond their the room.
"Rather tired. Why In the world
gone
over
the
had
he
until
greeting,
plans?"
"What are your
(Copyright, by McClure Publications, Inc.)
record. Then: "We can't talk here.
any. I'm about through aren't yon In bed?"
"I
haven't
'Talnier has Just come home la a
CHAPTER XXIII Continued."
I want to talk to you, K." "
with ny training, but Tve lost my
'
18
terrible rage. lie says he's been robbed
He led the way into the corrlqor. It diploma."
"Do you have to walk as fast as was very dim. Far away was the night
"I don't like to see you going away of a thousund dollars."
"Where?"
this?"
nurse's desk, with Its lamp, Its annunci- like this."
shrugged her shoulders.
Christine
"I said I was In a hurry. Once a ator, its pile of record. The passage
kindly
his
eyes,
avoided
tut
She
bis
week I get off a little early to go to floor reflected the light on glistening tone did what neither the Head nor the
"He doesn't know, or says he doesn't
the hospital. The Rosenfeld boy' boards.
executive committee had done .that
The monstrous Injustice of the thing
"I have been thinking until I am al day. It shook her control.
overcame her. Palmer and she walk- most crazy, K. And now I know how
"What does it matter to you? You
ing about, and the boy lying on his hot It happened. It was Joe.'
don't owe me anything."
bed ! She choked.
"The principal thing Is, not how It
"Perhaps not. One way ond another
happened, but that he is going to get I've known you a long time."
"Well?"
,
"He worries about his mother. If well, Sidney,"
"You never knew anything very
yon could give her some money, It
She stood looking down, twisting ner good."
would help."
rlng around her finger.
"I'll tell you where I live, and"
"Money I I paid his board for two
"Is Joe in any danger?"
"I know where you live."
away
to
get
him
"We are going to
months In the hospital."
"Will you come to see me there? We
When she did acknowledge this gen- night He wants to go to Cuba. He'll may be able to think of something."
dolget off safely, I think."
erosity amounting to forty-eig"What Is there to think of? This
"We are going to get him away I story will follow me wherever I gol
lars his Irritation grew. Her silence
was an accusation. She was too calm You are, you mean. You shoulder all I've tried twice for a diploma and
In his presence, too cold. Where It our troubles, K., as If they were your failed. What's the user
had pleased his pride to think that he own."
But In the end he prevailed on her to
"I?" He was genuinely surprised. promise not to leave the city until she
had given her up, he found that the
"Oh, I see. You mean but my part In
shoe was on the other foot
had seen him again. It was not until
At the entrance to a side street she getting Joe off is practically nothing. she had gone, a straight figure with
put
has
As a matter of fact Schwltter
stopped.
eyes, that he reflected whim
up the money. My total capital In the haunted
"I turn off here."
sically that once again he had defeated
"May I come and see you sometime?" world, after paying for the machine his own plans for flight
today, Is seven dollars."
"No, please."
Sidney brought her letter to Joe back
"You, of course," said she. "You
"That's flat, Is
K. She was flushed with the effort
to
find Max and save him don't look like
"It Is, Palmer."
and with a new excitement
you
I
And
you?
did,
You
didn't
that
He swung around savagely and left
"The most remarkable thing has
get Joe away, borrowing money to send
her.
happened. What a day this has been I
The next day he drew over a thou him."
has sent Johnny Kosenreia
He looked uncomfortable, almost Somebody
sand dollars from the bank. A good
lot of money. The ward nurse wants
guilty.
many of his debts he wanted to pay
you to come back."
"When I look back and remember
In cash; there was no use putting
The ward had settled lor the nignt
how
been
I've
talk
all
months
these
checks through, with Incriminating In
d
beds of the daytime
The
Ing
you
noth
service,
said
about
and
dorsenients. Also, he liked the Idea
torn apart by toss
now,
were
chaotic
you were
of carrying a roll of money around, lng at all, and all the time
was hot and an
night
figures.
Ing
The
so
The big fellows at the clubs always living what I preached I'm
electric fan hummed in a far corner.
ashamed,
K."
had a wad and peeled off bills like skin
sDoradlc breezes, as It "Poor Girl!" He Said. "Poor Chris
He would not allow that It dis Under lis
off an onion. He took a couple of
was trying to sleep.
ward
turned,
the
tine!"
drinks to celebrate bis approaching tressed him. She saw that, and tried
wus not asleep,
Johnny
Rosenfeld
to
smile.
glad
of it. He seems thoroughl)
I'm
Immunity from debt.
An incredible thing had happened to
"When does Joe go?"
frightened.
It muy be a lesson."
night
he
found
o'clock
that
pillow.
At nine
"Tonight. I'm to take him across the him. A fortune lay under his
In the dim hull light he realized thai
ever
Grace. She had moved to a cheap
for
was
there,
It
sure
was
He
apartment which she shared with two country "to the railroad.. I was woa since It came his hot hand bad clutched her fuce was strained and set Shi
looked oflf the verge of hysteria.
other girls from the store. The others derlng
It
"Yes?"
"Poor little woman," he said. "Pa
were out It was his lucky day, surely,
somehow or
sure
quite
was
that
He
"I'd better explain first Then it you
sorry, Christine."
His drunkenness was of the mind,
In
hen
a
hand
had
K.
had
other
it
The tender words broke down th
mostly. His muscles were well con are willing to send him a Une, I think he disclaimed It, the boy was bewil
girl
white
help.
would
lh
a
saw
He
it
barrier of her
last
trolled. The lines from his nose to the
you, of dered.
"Oh, K. ! Take me away. Take mi
corners of his mouth were slightly ac- In the car and thought it was
buv the old lady what she
"it'll
I
centuated, his eyes open a trifle wider course. Carlotta was taken ilL And wants for the house, anyhow," he said, away I can't tand it any longer."
her
Wilson
took
held her arms out to him, and
Schwltter
She
and
and
pale
than usual. That and a slight
"But I hope nobody's took up a collec because he was very tired and lonely
ness of the nostrils were the only evi upstairs to a room."
me. I don't want do charity."
for
tlon
"Do you believe that K.?"
and because more than anything els
"Maybe Mr. Howe sent it.
dences of his condition. But Grace
In the world just thjen he needed t
He suw Max coming out and
do.
"I
signs.
knew the
"You can bet your last catch he
woman's arms, he drew her to him unc
him
fired
then."
He
misunderstood.
at
"You can't come id."
didn't."
held her close, his cheek to her huir.
"He did It for me. I feel very guilty,
way
news
nad
"Of course I'm coming in."
the
some
unknown
In
"Poor girl!" he said. "Poor Chris
me. I'll
She retreated before him, her eyes K as If It all comes back to
reached the ward that Johnny's friend, tine I Surely there must be some hap
P.H)r Joe I"
course.
him,
to
write
of
watchful. Men In his condition were
Mr. Le Moyne, was a great surgeon, plness for us somewhere."
He watched her go down ihe hall to Johnny had rejected it scornfully.
apt to be as quick with a blow as with
But the next moment he let her gc
a caress. But having gained his point ward the night nurse's desk. Then he
But the story had seized on his and stepped back.
room.
quiet
Into
back
went
the
Imagination.
he was amiable.
"I'm sorry." Characteristically ' h
He stood by the bedside, looking
"Say, Mr. Le Moyne."
"Get your things on and come out
took
the blame. "I shouldn't have don
quietly;
down. Wilson was breathing
"Yes, Jack."
We can take in a
You know how It Is with me."
that
up,
coming
as
rallied
he
was
color
his
"I've told you I'm not doing that sort
He called him "Jack." The boy liked
"Will It nlways be Sidney?"
now was
mind
K.'s
shock.
In
the
from
of thing."
It It savored of man to man. After 'Tra afraid It will always be Sidney.'
He was less steady than he had been Just one thought to bring him through all. he was a man. or almost. Hadn't
he driven a car? Didn't be have
The heat of the little flat brought more
CHAPTER XXV.
state license?
blood to his head.. He wavered as he
"They say that you're a surgeon;
stood just Inside the door.
Johnny Rosenfeld was dead. All ol
that you operated on Doctor Wilson K.'s skill had not sufficed to save him
"You must go back to your wife.'
and saved his life. They say that The operation had been a marvel, bul
"She doesn't want me. She's in love
you're the king pin where you came the boy's
with a fellow at the house."
strength fullei
from." He eyed K. wistfully. "I know at the last. K., set of fuce, stuyed wltt
"I'ulmer, hush !"
you
Don't
It's a lie, but If lt'strue
"I only want to take you out for a
him to the end. The boy did not know
think you could do something for me, he Vas going. He roused from th
cood time. I've cot money. Look
sir?"
here!" .
coma and smiled up at Le Moyne.
When K. did not reply at once, he
He drew out a roll of bills and
"I've got a hunch that I can move
launched Into an explanation.
showed It to her. Her eyes opened
my right foot," he said. "Look anc
"I've been lying here a good while.
wide. She had never known him to
see."
didn't say much because I knew I'd
have much money.
K. lifted the light covering.
have to take a chance. Either I'd pull
"Lots more where that comes from."
"You're right, old man. It's moving.'
through or I wouldn't, and the odds
A new look flashed Into her eyes, not
"Brake foot, clutch foot," suld Johnny
were well. I didn't say much. The and closed his eyes agnln. K. had for
cupidity, but purpose.
old lady's had a lot of trouble. But bidden the white screens, that outwore
She was Instantly cunning.
now, with Jhls under my pillow for her, symbol of death. Time enough foi
"Aren't you going to give me some of
i ve got a right to ask. in take
them later. So the wnrd had no sus
that?"
chance, If you will."
plclon, nor had the boy. The ward
"What for?"
"It's only a chance, Jack."
"I want it for Johnny Rosenfeld."
passed In review. It was Sunday, and
"I know that. But He 'here and from the chapel far below came thí
He thrust It back Into his pocket but
watch these soaks off the street. Old, faint singing of a hymn. When Johnnj
his hand retained its grasp of it.
a lot of them, and gettln' well to go spoke again he did not open his eyes
"That's it" he complained. "Don't
out and starve, and
Mr. Le Moyne, "You're some operator, Mr. Le Moyne
lemme be happy for a minute I Throw
they can walk, and I can't"
I'll put In a word for you whenever
It all up to me 1"
K. drew a long breath. He had get a chance."
"You give me that for th Rosenfeld
started, and now he must go on. Faith
"Yes, put in a word for me," said K
boy, and I'll go out witn you."
'
in himself or no faith, he must go on, huskily.
,
"If I give you all that, I won't have
Life, that had loosed its hold oa him
He felt that Johnny would be a gooc
any money to go out with 1"
for a time, had found him again.
mediator that whatever he, K., hoc
But his eyes were wavering. She
"I'll go over you carefully tomorrow. done of omission or commission
could see victory.
Jack. I'll tell you your chances hon Johnny's voice before the Tribunal
"Take off enough for the evening."
estly."
would count
But he drew himself up.
"I have a thousand dollars. What
Johnny was close on the edge of hit
"It's my lucky day," he said thickly.
ever you charge "
long sleep by that time, and very com'
"Plenty more where this came from,
"I'll take it out of my board biU in fortable. It was K. who, seeing h
Do anything for you. Give It to the lit "Plenty More Where This Came From,
the new house I"
would no longer notice, ordered th
He yawned.
tie devil.
Ills head dropped back on his chair for Sidney, and then to go away. He At four o'clock that morning K. got screens to be set around the bed, K
he propped bis sagging legs on a stool. might follow Joe to Cuba. There were back from seeing Joe off. The trip who drew the coverings smooth anc
folded the boy's hands over his breast
She knew him knew that he would chances there. He could do sanitation had been without accident
Over Sidney's letter Joe had shed a
The nurse stood by uncertainly.
sleep almost all night She would have work, or he might try the canal.
The Street would go on working out shamefaced tear or two. And during
"How very young he Is Was it at
to make up something to tell the other
girls ; but no matter she could attend its own salvation. He would have to the night ride, with K. pushing the car accident?"
think of something for the Rosenfelds. to the' utmost he had felt that the
"It was the result of a man's dama
to that later.
She paused, In pinning on her hat, And he was worried about Christine, boy, in keeping his hand In his pocket able folly," said K. grimly. "Somebodj
to count the bills. She had never had But there again, perhaps, it would be had kept it on the letter. When the always pays."
smooth and stretched ahead,
And so Johnny Rosenfeld paid.
a thousand dollars in her hands before. better if he went away. Christine's road was
e
line Into the night he
story would have to work itself out a
The immediate result of his deatl
His hands were tied. "I'd better get tried to talk a little courage into the was that K., who had gained some oi
CHAPTER XXIV.
away from here," he told himself sav boy's sick heart.
his faith in himself on seeing Wllsoi
"You'll see new people, new life," he on the way to recovery, was beset bj
K. spent all of the evening of that agely.
Someone entered the loom. He said. "In a month from now you'll his old doubts. And now came a que
day with Wilson. He was not to go for
Joe until eleven o'clock. The Injured thought it was Sidney and turned with wonder why you ever hung around the tlon that demanded immediate answer
mart's vitality was standing hlra in the light in his eyes that was only for Street I have a feeling that you're Wilson would be out of commission foi
going to make good down there."
several months, probably, He woi
good stead. He had asked for Sidney her. It was Carlotta.
And once, when the time for parting gaining, but slowly. And he wanted &
She was not in uniform. She wore a
and she was at his bedside. Doctor Ed
dark skirt and white waist and her was very near
to take over his work..
had gone.
"No matter what happens, keep on
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
K. found Sidney In the room, not sit high heels tapped as she crossed the
believing in yourself. I lost my faith
ting, but standing by the window. The room. She came directly to him.
In Cuba tobacco Is planted, grow
In myself
It w prettv close to
"He Is better. Isn't he?"
sick man was dozing. One shaded light
hell."
harvested in 00 days
will
and
couree
It
Of
rallyin?.
Is
"He
corner.
She
turned
burned In a far
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SQUASHES TO RELIEVE FOOD SHORTAGE
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TO SUMMER GARDEN.

(Prepared by the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.)
Summer squashes are to many an at
tractive addition to the home garden.
rhey may be planted yet In practically
my part of the country, and their culture Is easy. Two or three hills will
furnish enough for an average-sizefamily. They are not fastidious as to
soils, though they, like most garden
plants, prefer a warm, sandy loam. The
most Important requirements for their
growth ore abundunce of munure and
good cultivation.
The hills may be
spaced five or six feet apart. The
plants will occupy the ground all summer If the fruits are harvested at the
most usable stuge.
Squashes are tender plants, and cannot endure the slightest frost, so seed
should not be planted until the soil is
well warmed. Ten or a dozen seeds are
planted usually In each hill. These
3hould finally be thinned to one or two
plants. The soli must be stirred by
shallow cultivation until the plants
cover the soil.
There are In use In this country several types of these squashes. They
must all be used while very Immature ;
d

If the thumb nail does not very readily
puncture the skin of the fruit, the best

stage for eating has passed.
Scallop or Pattypan squashes occur
In white and yellow colors. Yellow
Summer Crookneck Is also much planted and Is a good variety. These
squashes have short vines and are
usually called bush forms. English
forms of summer squashes are called
vegetable marrows, and can be obtained from many American seedsmen.
There Is also an Italian summer squash
under the name of Cocozelle, which Is
offered by a few seedsmen. These last
have long vines, and should be given
as much as eight or ten feet between
hills.

Winter squashes such as Hubbard,
Green and Yellow, Delicious and Boston Marrow require the cultural treatment given above, but should be given
ten to twelve feet distance between
be
hills. Winter squashes should
stored In a dry place where the temperature does not go below 45 degrees
or 60 degrees F. An upstairs room Is
much better for this purpose thun a
cellar. The fruits must be thoroughly
ripened, but not frosted.

well-ordere-
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CROOKNECK

IS POPULAR VARIETY OF SQUASH.

STEM

FOR INCREASED CORN YIELDS

TOMATOES ON SINGLE

Gain of 6.31 Bushels Per Acre by
Thinning Secured at Ohio Station, on Tested Seed.

Set Plants Eighteen Inches Apart In
Rows Three Feet Wide Pinch
Out All Shoots.

Thinning corn hns resulted In a
average- - at the
cnln. us u four-yeu- r
Ohio experiment station, of 0.31 bush
els per acre in the case of seed tested
for irerminutlon before planting, ana
of 8.47 bushels in the caso of untested
seed. The average time required for
thinning un acre of corn was 5.7 hours.
In one cese three kernels were plunt-e- d
per hill, and ou the plot In comparison a generous quantity of seed
wns droDned and the plants were
thinned to three per hill when 6 to 8
Inches high. With tested seeü an average yield of 9.28 bushels per acre
was obtulned with corn planted three
kernels per hill, and G5.r!) bushels per
acre was harvested from thinned corn.
With untested seed a yield of 55.38
bushels per acre was secured from
regular pluntlng and 63.85 bushels per
acre where the corn was thinned. With
corn at only 50 cents a bushel, one
would make 05 cents an hour by thinning on this basis.

Where tomatoes are to be trained
to a single stem, the plants are set 18
Inches apart in rows three feet wide.
As soon as the young plant begins to
grow after being transplanted It sends
out branches or shoots from the axis
of the leaves. When these shoots appear pinch them out, which will cnuse
the nniln stalk to shoot up very rapidly. Tut up a stuke five feet tall and tie
the plant to It As the plant grows
inore suckers will form. Continue to
pinch these out and train the plant to
the stake. The fruit will be formed
on flower clusters about six Inches
apart on the main stem.
The method of training does not
produce as many tomatoes per plant,
but the fruit Is much larger In size and
of higher quality. This method allows a great many more plants per
ucre, therefore the yield per acre Is
greatly Increased.

VACANT LAND ALONG

FENCES

Not Many Farmers Ever Think of
Amount of Waste Strips on Either
Side of Barriers.

GIVE HENS PLENTY OF ROOM
Crowding

Decreases

Egg Production
Have

,and Increases Feed Bill
Nests Clean.

If your house is built to accommodate 60 hens, keep that many, and try
Few farmers stop to think how much to keep them In the best possible shape
land Is taken up by the fences. The for profit you will get It. But If you
fence Itself takes little room, but It Is try to crowd in 50 per cent more you
will require more feed and will have
Impossible to grow anything for several feet on both sides of the fence. fewer eggs. It Is pure greed which
The department of agriculture reports often renders a flock unprofitable.
that the ordinary rail fence occupies Have nest boxes In Inconspicuous
a strip over 12 feet wide. About 3,600 places for the shy pullets, and keep
feet ofsuch a fence takes, up an acre them clean.
of land. Hedges take up a little more
than the rail fence, the width varying BREEDING FOR HEAVY LAYERS
according to the width of the hedge
row.
Hen Is Possibility
Two Hundred-EgWhen Attention to Essential
ESTIMATED COST OF DUCKS
Points Is Given.
g

g
hen Is a possibility when
The
Ranges From Eight to Twelve Cents
selection
and breeding are given the
on
Current
Depending
Pound,
Per
necessary attention. The few who
Prices of Grain.
took up this line of breeding, with
It Is estimated by poultrymen mak- such startling results, soon created a
ing a specialty of growing ducks that spirit of emulation araoag other fancthe feed cost per pound of producing iers. Now there are a' grenf many
fowls that have
duck meat ranges frm 8 cents to 12 flocks of pure-brecents, depending upon the current been
for egg production for
years.
prices of grain and other feeds.
200-eg-

,

d

line-bre-

d
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Entered aa second-clas- s
matter at the
pcttoffice in Ry, New Mexico.

Ü
L

10

Our Constant Endeavo- r:

Thit nation, under God, that

bav a new birth of freedom,
and that fovernment of the
people, by the people, for the
people, shall not periib from
the earth. Lincoln.

HERE'S

TO

OLD

GLORY, GOD

BLESS HER!
o

I

O

If anyone attempts to haul down
flag, shoot him on the

the American
spot John A.

Directory

.Church
Are you running a Header this
Harvest? If si you will want a
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
book of contract notes.. These
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
convenient for keeping
Your
at Christian Ohurcn.
your record on and a very safe
presence- and practical way of.aoeounting.
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
Book of 50 blanks with your
50 cents
name printed in
while you wait. At. the

Oix.

Prompt and
Courteous Service

s

Crops are growing nicely in
this part now. Not needing
rain badly YET.
Miss Opal Scott of Roy is
visiting Mr. Kenoyer's family
this week.

y. p. s. c. e,

v

Several from here attended
JACK P. MILLS
funeral services and burial of
Mrs. C. J. McClure last Saturday
U. S. Commissioner
She will be missed by all, but 'Fillings,
Proofs and all
especially in our Church and
land matters.
Sunday School here, where she
Also Surveys and Plats.
always took an active part.
'
Prompt Attention
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. White
Office at Solano, New Nexico.
spent Sunday $vith Mr. and Mrs.

Fred Pate.

C.N. ROARK
Clayton New Mex.

Mrs. Barlow is on her ranch
after a brief visit with her
the Coolc boys,
near Dedman.
j
grand-childre-

LAND PLATS of ail kind3
Abstracts of U. S.. Land
MAPS.
Office. Records,

n,

mother

Frank Lowell's

visiting he and his wife now.

is

'

We enjoyed a drive with Prof.
and Mrs. Russell to their farm 10
miles north of Roy Friday evening. Incidently we- stopped at
the ranch of Mayor Frank Roy
and admired his irrigated garden
of two acres which is just now
occupying most of his time. It
is a little fairyland this summer
set out in the middle of the pasture it is like an oases in a desert
The wheat fields out that way
are a sight, thousands of acres of
it in siget from some points and
most of it good, Prof, has some
as fine as any on his place and
the finest prospect for beans one
could wish to see. We tinkered
up a gasoline engine he has installed at his well and then start
ed home just before sundown
Jackrabits swarmed along the
road arid we limbered up the old.
shotgun and laid out a dozen of
them which was only a small
percent of the number we saw
within range. They flock together like sheep in the evenings
and it is good sport to shoot from
a moving car, Jack rabbits are
already a pest here and very
drastic measures must be resorted to to destroy them or farmers
will have to fence against them.

Roy

-

-

:

STATE BANK REPORT
Report of the condition of the Roy Trust
& Savings Bank, of ROY, New Mexico, at
the close of business June. 20th, 1917.

(a) Sec'd by R'l Estate
mortgages, owned
(b) Sec'd by Colateral,
other than Real Estate
(c) All Other Loans
&

S--

5

Furniture and Fixtures
Other Real Estate Owned

$500.00
$0,793.00

7

Due from Banks

$3,008.31

8

Checks and other Cash Items
Actual Cash on Hand
(a) Gold Coin
(b) Silver Coin
(c) Currency
(d) Cash Not Classifei
(e) Nickles & Pennies
(f)

merely took a
The
and remained at home the
4th. We are out on time as usu
al in spite of the extra holiday
S--

I What promises to by

a very
meet-

important and interesting
ing of the executive board of
the New Mexico Cattle and
Horse Growers' Association will
be held in Carlsbad, New Mexico

Ju'yl3ll.

$11,073.82
$147,927 74

$15,000.00
$300.00

$3,759,26
$244.36

$35,116.78

Savings Dept

7

Certificates of Deposit

8

Certificates of Deposit
Cishier.'s Chsckj outiUniing,

$43,492.34
$15.00

Total Liabilities

$147,927.74

Interest

paid on Deposits
'
On Savings Deposits

STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
COUNTY OF MORA,

4 and 5

par cert

33

L. Justice, Cashier,
H. B. Jones, Director, C.
and Savings
. Justice, Director, of the Roy Trust
.
Bank, of Roy New Mexico,
a Bank organized under the laws
New Mexico, upon
State-- of
of the Territory-no- w
oath duly sworn, each for himself deposeth and says
that the above and foregoing statements of the Resources and Liabilities, Depositors, Interest paid on
deposits and Dividends paid on Capital Stock, of the
above named bank at the close of business June, 20t'i,
1917 are correct and true.
H. B. Jones, President,
S Kloersheira, director,

jC.

.

Signed:
C. L. Justice, Cashier,
H. B. Jones, President
S. Floersheim, Director,

H. B. Jones, Director,

Justice, Director,
Subscribed and sworn to before me this
July A. D. 1917.

3d day

My commission expires

Notary Public
Mar.

2.

1920.

Hearn, Pastorj

O. W.

.

SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT

lst

11

& 3d

Sandays at 7.30 P.

M

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Servicer 11 A. M.,
7.30, P. M.

o

REX BEACH
has written another

Mrs. Ardena Brown was born
in Knox Co. Missouri, Nov. 22,
1878 and with her parents cr me
to Kingfisher Oklahoma when
21 years old.
She was married
t Mr. A. W. Brown on Dec. 18th
1904 and to this union were born
four children, Ellen, Albert Elsie
and Kenneth Eugene. Besides
Iva
she raised two
and Margaret, who knew no
mother but he, and her love and
motherly devotion to these girls
won the respect and admiration
of all who knew her. She also
leaves a father and mother, one
sister and three brothers, Mr.
and Mrs. A. V. Kenoyer of Mills,
Mrs. Nellie Welch of Roy, Elmer
Frank and Verna Kenoyer all of
Mills and a host of friends to
She united
mourn her loss.
with the Christian Church at
Hazeldell Mo. when 17 years old
and has lived a devoted Chris
tian life ever since. During her
affliction the past year she was
so patient, no one ever heard a
complaint during all the weary
days she lay upon he : sick bed,
always so thankful for every lit- tie kindness.
She was a loving helpful wife
and a kind devoted mother to
her children.
To the needy she was ever a
kind helpful friend.
Those who knew her loved
her most. A ier a prolonged
illness she died at her home in
Panhandle Texas on Sunday
morning May 27th 1917.
The funeral services were conducted at the home by Rev, C. R
Vasey, assisted by Rev. T. O.
Rea, and Rev. T. R. Paden after
ll Vway- was mmJ to- resti.
wnicn me
in the Panhandle cemetery.
n,

J-

1

I. O. O. F.

story full of adventure
and action, with interesting and picturesque
characters. It has the
virilestren gtn that made
his early Alaska romanees so popular and that
splendid strain of humor
for which he is known..
We have been fortunate-isecuring this story
for our next serial audi
urge you tovatch for
and read

HOMESTEAD LODGE 45
Meets at. its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Brothers always wel
come.

Grunig, N. G..'
Sec'y.

R. C.

Wm. G. Johnson

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. .
Grace V. Ogden Secy.

Heart of the
Sunset

Visiting Sisters welcome
Doing Good

tew medidme nave met with more
favor or accomplished more good than
Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea Rem
edy. John F.Jantzen, Delmeny, Sask.,
says of it "I have used Chamberlain's
Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy myself
and In my family,, and can recommend
it as being an e&ptionally fiine

The Government needs Far-

WiDEXAm

Pure
UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATEOS
TÜW

H

Goat Milk
Ftd

incomparable Baby
Perfect Food for Inveiid

Watka woader ia restoring hmhh tattftMa j
uttwrtng wiih tubérculo ia or tnutrouble, ftmliwrly mIva th pruüiw
mi uuaauia
AT LEADING DltUOOlST
Pul ap ia 11 oe. Tina

mers as well as Fighters. Two WIDtMANN;.GOATíMILK COL
million three hundred thousand
Acres of Oregon & California
Railroad Co. Grant Lands, Title
revested in United Stjates. To
be opened for homesteads and
Attorney
Law
sale. Containing some of best
Prompt
and Careful Attention
land left in United States. Large
Given all Busios3 Entrusted
Copyrighted Map, showing land
to cae
by sections and description of
ROY
NEW MEXICO
soil, climate, rainfall, elevations
temperature etc., Postpaid One

J.

B. LUSK
at

Grant Lands Locating
10-Co. Portland, Oregon.

PSELLINGOUT?

Solano country got a fine rain
Tuesday evening.

Then you will have a

Dollar.

1

PUBLIC

SALE.

There's only one REAL AucSoano ceiebrated the 4th with tioneer in the Country, Thats - Basa Ball game be
a crowd

A.

of

Al. S. SANSON,

(SEAL)

11.00 a. m. 8PM;.

M&thodist Episcopal Church

OBITUARY

1

C. L.

at

LODGE DIRECTORY"

step-childre-

$ 46.05
$?768.22

Capital Stock Paid In
2 Surplus
3 Undivided Profits
4 Due to Banks
6 Individual Deposits, subject to check
withoit notice

S--

kind heart.

$2708,00

i

Jim Johnson Sr. treated the

--

$li98.15

Liabilities

-

home to a "Home-cured- "
ham from his meat barrel last
week. We have been living better than nsual since. The Chicago Packers never can cater to
appetite like one
a farm-bre- d
who learned it on the farm.
Jim has been building Header
barges in town and the gift was
prompted by his taking notice of
our emaciated condition and a

$852.50

Total Resources

11

I can loan you money on your
final receipt as easy as on your
patent or warranty deed and
your mortgage, need not bear but
6 percent interest.
Come in and
let us talk to you about your
loan.
J. E. Wildman, Loan and In
surance Agency. Office at resi
dence north end Chicosa St,
Roy, N. M.

12,510.25
$ 40.33

I

A

Í6V41.29
$32.9-16.9-

3,'.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announc
ed in advaice.
,
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,.

(

Loaf Mountain.

bowels.

Overdrafts

9

So many people hay? told US
farm
about the wheat on the
that we drove out to see it Sunday. It is pretty splendid and
if it gets safely fh the stack we
shall drag the old claim shanty
to it and have a granary full of
wheat this fall. It looks mighty
good and confirms cur judgement in selecting a renter who
was a sure enough farmer when
we let it out to Henry Fair.
Henry has a lot of other g:od
crops in and is fighting weeds
wbjch are growing in a manner
to prove there is nothing wrong
with the soil. Some of that
wheat looks like 20 bushels to
the' acre in spite of all the wind
and drought and other discouragement? that beset it,

$33,232.05

2

C

J. C. Robertson and wife and
daughter spent Sunday with Mr.
Everett and family near Sugar

Despondency is often caused ly in
digestion and constipation, and quickwhen Chamberlain's
ly disappears
tablets
Tablets are takmi. These
strenghten the digestion and move the

Leans ar.d Discounts

1

VIEW

MILLS
3rd Sunday

Cause o? Despondency

Resources

--

p.m.

Geo. Darnell and wife are the
proud . parents . of a bab? girl,
born June 24th,

THE STORE THAT BUYS YOUR PRODUCE

4th Sunday of each month at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn--in- g

First Sunday each Month at

For best results mail your
Miss Johnnie Everett is visiting films to Lafayette Studio.
Roy,. New Mexico,
her grandparents Mr. and Mrs,
Robertson this week,

N. Mex.

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
"
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.

PLEASANT

Prompt Attention

'

'

CHRISTIAN

service.

Willie Amburgy is drilling a
well for L. H. Brock.

Goodman's

Grunig, President
Miss Lillian GrinKr, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
IT. C .

tweenthe Roy children and

So- -

Col F. O. WHITE

His address is MILLS N. M.
lano the score is "Deleted by the
'Another game was You can have SALE BILLS
M. Conner and Jr. and wives .censor."
came to Roy to start celebrating won by Mosquero' from Solano. printed and make dates at the
Office. Royt
the 4th. They gota tank full A program was rendered anda!
'
' .
t
J
NewMexjo,
C
oí 33 ana t::v;iawa
wrvClsaow ft ?Uai gOC ft vig
the mesa.
:

Spanish-America-

A.

I

,

.u
!

I

1

1

n.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.

RESULTS
THE UNIVERSAL CAR

HOF COURSE, the immediate result of steady

Roy Garag e

savins: is gathering together cf wealth in the
protection of the bank, conferring upon you the

and LIVERY

power to command a certain share of the world's

material valuables and pleasure?,

imatethe important results

t!ut the ult-

dominant will, and a sane and sensible

cogniz-anc-

i

F. S. Brown,

ROY,

Claimant names as witnesses:
C. D. Horn
Grover C Till
A A. Hurford
Oral Deaton
All of Mills N M

San-

PAZ VALVERDE,

Paz Valverde,

4

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
!

.

of the greater, the basic joys of humanity.

on Nov. 22 1913 & May 25, 1914 made
HE. Nos. 017150 & 017918 for SWJ, &
NWf Seo 30 Twp 22N Rng 25E N. M.
P Merinian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F II Foster, U S Com, at Roy
N M on the 14th day of Aug. 1917

1917

of Mosquero N. M. '
Marcos Gonzales
Encarnación
doval
of David N. M.

f

Repair Work 'SSaSSSZ

e

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex,
June 28, 1917
Notice is hereby given that William
F. Hurris, of Mills New Mexico who

Claimant names as witnesses:
Felix S Martinez
Luciano B Baca

At Reasonable Rates.

ing of money are a strengthened character, a
r

Solano N. M. on Aug. 3

I

Cars Housed and Cared for

of saving and bank

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
June 20, 1917
NOTICE Is hereby given that Roman
Gallegos of Mosquero New Mexico
who on July 3, 1014, madeH. E. fto
0171)70 for El-SSection 32 Township
18N Range 30E & Lots 1&2 Sec. 5 T.
17N. R30ENMPM has filed nHice
final
of intention to make
three
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described before
Jack P. Mills, U. S. Commissioner at

Proprietor

New Mex.

Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, at Clayton, New Mexico,
June, 20, 1917
Notice is hereby given that
Abraham B Slusher of Roy, N. M
who on March, 26, 1913, made H. E.
SWJ-NWNo 015751 for
NI NE! SE1-NEEl SE1 Section 9
Township, 21N. Range 27 R.
New Mexico Principal Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
Land above described
efore F. H.
Foster U. S. Commissioner at Roy
New Mexico on Aug, 4 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
A. A, Himes
W. R. Holmes
L. A. Canon
Jim Christman
J.

EJ-S-

1

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK
NEW MEX.

ROY,

AltE

Heartofthe

YOU ONE OF THEM?

All of Roy New Mexico

There are a great many people who
would le very much benefitted by taking Chamberlain's Tailets for a weak
or disordered stomach. Are you one
of them? Mrs. M. R. Searl, Baldwins-villN. Y.' relates her experience in
the use of ihene tablets; "I had a bad
spell witti rny stomach about six
months ago, and was troubled for two

Sunset

e,

By Rex Beach is a story

of the Mexican border
country that will give you
a vivid insight into the
frontier life that most of
us had believed a thing
of the past '

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
'

clear-cu-

Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

Patriots' Powder Spoiled.
Delay at the ferry made nn attack
Washingbefore daylight impossible.
ton had hoped to surprise the British
and Hessians. The river was 'filled
with floating ice and it looked for a
time as If most of the little army
mightbe drowned in crossing. But
fortune smiled on them and none was
lost.
Once on the New Jersey side, at a
point about nine miles from Trenton,

t

THE HOME RESTAURANT
Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
Short Orders
A place to eat for Ladies and Gentlemen
We endeavor at all times to serve the public with the
best things on the market to eat, at a price consistant
with our policy. We respectfully solicit your patronage
when in Roy, knowing we can serve you better and
give you more for your money than anyone else.
Open 6 AM. to 12 P.M.
J.F. ARNETT Prop'r.

Gen. Longorio, federal
Mexican leader, melodramatic, childlike, brave
and villainous, is another
of the striking characters
that make the story one
not soon to be forgotten.

For

of HEART
OF THE SUNSET

Thrift Thought

Sfile

ing installment

pari Holstein milch Cow
tra
just fresh.
3 Herford yearling heifers
1

J

ex-

fine,

Our New Serial
Washington Watching the Last of Hit
Troops Land Before the Battle.

Harvard university, as a corpora
tlnn doing business uf more than
annually, is shown to be a Jos-nproposition by the annuai report
Df the treasurer.
The average net
leflclt in all departments of the
Is shown to be 122,048, which
nly the proposed endowment of
can overtake.
The 4,800 students who attend Harvard do not pay one-haof what it
:osts to run the university, it,Is shown,
the Boston Post states. The figures
,'or 1915-1which have just been
Bade public, show that Harvard received In tuition fees only $1,049,747,
while the operating expenses were $2,
i01,654. The Income from the present
endowment of the university amounts
to a larger item than the income from
til the students, for $1,186,332 is taken
!n from that source.

g

y

0

muley

old full blood
Herford Cows.
1
old full blood Herford
2

Harvard Is Losing Money.

3--

4-- yr

Get the thrift hahit the broad thrift
habit, now; practice it thoughtfully;
waste not the little things ; find the Joy
that a growing bank account brings;
Invest your Bavlngs safely aud profitably; remember tomorrow but forget
not today; spend for the things that
last and find the secret of the broader
thrift that makes for better living. It
Is the only thrift worth while.

Cow.

1
old Chestnut colt, gelda terrific storm of snow and sleet drove
Into the faces of the soldiers. It soon ing.
ruined what little powder Washing1 10-old large work mare.
ton's men had, so the order was passed
1
almost
new Model 1917 Emer
Washlngtot
to rely on the bayonet
divided his men into two columns, one son Tractor with plow.
under General Sullivan and one under
1 new 7 foot John Deer BinGeneral Greene. They were to march
der.
by different roads and attack the BritIhe above can be bought right
ish outposts simultaneously.
Can be seen at my place 30 miles
0 folds of white and scarlet! O blue north of Roy and 6 miles north
field with your silver stare May fond
eyes welcome ypu, willing feet fallow of Chateau Hill School.
you, strong hands defend you, warm
Address H. A. Todd,
hearts cherish you, and dying lips
Hatod, N. Mex.
give you their blessing
Ours by inheritance, ours by allegiance, ours by
affection long may you float on the
One's Neighbor's Burde...
free winds of heaven, the emblem of
If a ill tl fairy should nppear and
liberty, the hope of the world I Anon. make visible the load every mortal carries, soma startling discoveries woutd
;esult and our sympathies and charity
'ronden. New York Evening Sun.
yr

1

1

Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Now is the time to buy a bottle of
Office at Clayton, N. M.
this remecy so a3 to be prepared in case
June 7, 1917
thatvany of your family should have
Notice is hereby given that
an attack of colic or diarrhoea during
Mrs. Grabiela Chavez, of Trementhe summer months.
It is worth a tina N. Í.I. whe an
and
hundred times its cost when needed.
made H E No 019710 and 029191 for
SEJ-SEWJ-NSec. 11 NE1-NESec. 14 SWi-SW- J
Sec. 12 NWJ-NW- i
It Is related that one. of the bt Sec. 13 Twp. 16N. Rng. 23E. N M P
pumps at the Elk River (Cul.) pump-- I
ingot out
Ing
order. Just Meridian has filed notice of
of
station
what caused the difficulty no one at
the station could tell. It had been
made years before by n New York
company. Now the question was how
To call a man
to get It repaired.
across the continerf for the purpnst
would be expensive, nnd happily a better device '.vat thought of. ,
A phonograph was culled Into requisition. The manager spoke ufe the
receiver, describing the nymptoris of
the ailing pump, and fu;iher to Indicate the case, he placed the receiver
so that the pulsations of. the pump

F

I;

tention to make three year proof, to
establish claim to the land above
.described, before Jose G, Romero, US
Commissioner, at his office at Hilario,
N M on the 13 ay of Aug, 1917.
Claimant names as witnesses:
E. B. Cropp
Francisco Chavez
Turns r Pender
J. M Howe
Ail of Trementina N. M,
FRANCISCO DELGADO

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
could be recorded.
Just ns a physician listens to the ac Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico.
tion of the heart or lungs In the human
June 7, 1917,
body by means of a stethoscope, so the
Notice is hereby given that
pump doctor listened by means of a
phonograph to the throbs and pulsa- Ilattie Crocker of Sabir.cso, N. M,
tions of the pump thousands of miles who on Aug 2'J, 1913 made H K. No.
nwuy, and was enabled by that means 01949.1 for Lots
Sec. 26,
to diagnose the disease.
Township 15N Ran;e 24E. N, M. P
persons
A number of
listened to the Meridian
has filed notice of intention
frange combination at the X.r.v York
to make final three year proof to
eflice of the company. The voice cf the
('aliforninn from the phonograph was establish cPaim to the land above desJose G Romero
heard first, giving In a clear, precise cribed before
nnd distinct way, the symptoms of the Ü. S. Commissioner at Hilario N. Mex
"
! fynAug.
pump. Vheu was heard the
13 1917.
of the pump, and nn occa.
Claimant names as witnesses:
,
lonal wheezing sound which, might be
10 B Cropp
Francisco Chavez
made by escaping ieaiu.
James Taylor
Claud Vendel
The engineer to whom the phonoAll of Trementina N M
graph was submitted said that the
FRANCISCO DELGADO
whole record was so perfect that he
6
Register
felt tempted sometimes to ask additional questions.
The experiment
proved absolutely successful.
The
proper remedy was suggested, and thf
rmmp wan soon running "us good as
NOTICE FOKJPÜBUCATIOÍi.
new."
FOR SALE: -3acres relin- STATE OF NEW MEXICO )

Pineapple Juice
For Indigestion

Stbokg. County Treasurer

tive ferments which nature manufactures in the stomach and utilizes in
the digestion, end in cases of indigestion, heartburn, naua.i, sai, blchin?,
sick headache and similar distress,
pineapple juice, mixed with pepsin
and certain other ingredients, forms
a wonderfully effective substitute for
these materials.'
A scientific! combination of pineapple Juice, pepsin and other medicines Is put up under the name of
NATOIj PINEAPPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND and is one of the finest things
for stomach disorders. Tna first dose
brings relief. A fine appetite then
proves beyond question that the stomach Is once more in excellent condition. Any leading drug store will
you a guarantee of prompt
f!lve
and benefit or money back; Get
a 50c or $1.00 bottle of NATOL. PINEAPPLE PEPSIN COMPOUND today at

Rural-Communi-

Tost J.

Taylor, Jr.. AbsrUetoj

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY!
Mora, New México

time.

J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.
HOLSTEIN MILK COW- :- for
sale, fresh - W. H. GUTHMAN,
Roy, N. M.

Going Fishing? They have
at the Fair-vie-

w

;- My ranch farm
acres of Patented land 1,000
acres of leased land, the best
watered place in this County.
I want to sell by the first of

ty

Titles to Lauds in the Mora S,Grant are being!
(straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

AU

i

i v

Matters eutruiited to us dispatched with Promptness and Accuroy
Your Business Kfspeotfully Solicited

Bersabe Archuleta de Cordova,
Plaintiff,
vs.

For further information, write
Trementina, N. M.

E. B. Cropp

t

No.

2481

Teodocio Cordova, Defendant
Notice by Publication.
The said Defendant, Teodocio Cordova, will take notice, that suit has been
filed by Bersabe Archuleta, Plaintiff
in the above entitled cause, being No.
2431, on the docket of the District
Court of the ' County of Mora, State
of New Mexico, in which said Plaintiff

'

pray for an absolute divorce front
you, the said Defendant, upon the
grounds of cruel treatment, desertion
abandonment and nonsupport, as will
more fully appear from the complaint
on file herein. Plaintiff also prays for
general relief.
You are further notiiled that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appearance in the above entitled cause
on or before the 20th day of July, 1917
judgement by default and decree
will be rendered therein
you,
I'lainfiffs attorney is W. J. Lucas,
Pot Office and office addrbs
is Eas; Las Vegas, NVw Mexico,
whose

'

WE HAVE A REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT

J.E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

2,000

)

In the District Court.

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent long

Sept. 1917.

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
'

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand intermediate points.
ServiceEfficient
Exchange,
City
Roy
nected.

County of Mora

ed and fenced, small improveFew people realize as the enjoy the ments. $750.00 takes itin the
luscious pineapple that In Its Juice
Nature has provided a valuable medi- next few days.
Chemically the Juice uf fresh
cine.
J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co,
pineapple is similar to certain diges-

FOR SALE-

C. U.

PHONE at Springer.

E

-

)ss.

quishment 9 miles of Roy. Over
300 acres tillable, 80 acres plow-

Pharmacy.

ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,

7--

fishin' tackle to sell

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
LONG-DISTANC-

NOTICE FOi: PUBLICATION

Remedy

20

2-- yr

Roy Telephone Co.
Connects with

Register.

'

Watch for and read the open-

lf

Chamberlains Colic and Diarrhoea

1

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

rence.

individ-

t

uality,

The Roy Drug Store

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and

fire-eate-

and

PAZ VALVERDE,
8--

8

wonder-fully.an-

Dave Law, college graduate, adventurer, soldier
and Texas ranger, is a
man you'll learn to like
because of his manhood

All of Roy New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

or three weeks with gas and severe
pains in the pit of my htomach.
Our
druggist advised me to take Chamber.
Iain's Tablets. I took a bottle home
d
and fw first dose relieved me
I kept on taking them until
Iwascure,d," These 'tablets do not
relit v: pain, but after the pain has
beea relieved may prevent its recur-

Blaze Jones, the founder
of Jonesville, is one of the
characters; he is a delightr
who will
ful old
afford you more than one
appreciative chuckle.

M.

June,23 1917
Notice is hereby given that Luis
Manzanares of Roy N. M. who on
June 13, 1914, made H. E. No. 017892
J
for the
Seo 34
and
Twp 20N. Rng 25E NMPM, has filed
notice of intention to make Three
Years Final Proof, to establish
claim to the land above described
before w H willcox, U s Comisioner at
his office at Roy N. M., on the 11th
fday of Aug, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jose Leon Romero
Juan Casaus
Frank Aldeia Leandro Archuleta

a

FRESH MILK COWS: Two
gentle, young, with helffer calves
Enquire of G. W
for sale,
FREEMAN, West of Solana, ByMilnor
New Mexico.

,

PEDRO A. ORTEGA
District Clerk.
A. Hudulph.
Deputy,'

,

I

THE

HOSPITAL

CROSS

RED

AMERICAN

UNITS

HOLDS CHARM FOR

NATION'S CALL FOR

FIRST TO ANSWER

HELP ON EUROPE'S

BATTLEFIELDS

first-clas-

many weeks.
Each of these base hospitals calls
for the services of 23 surgeons, 2
dentists, 75 Red Cross nurses and 150
privates, Including orderlies, ambulance drivers, stretcher bearers and
clerks.
The permanent minimum equipment
of each hospital consists of three carloads of beds, mattresses, scientific apparatus, operating room paraphernalia,
and all utensils. Units going to Europe these days, however, are taking
double or triple equipment.
The consumable supplies of each hospital consists of, 85 crates of bandages,
wound pads, splints, fracture pillows,

ground.
Always, of course, there have been
a few array surgeons with each regiment, who patched up the slightly
wounded and got them back Into the
firing line as quickly as possible. Also,
of course, there have always been In
all countries some sort of hospital system for the care of the sick and
wounded when they got home.

always the Intermediate Instifor the care and transportation
sick and wounded between the
and the home hospitals, was
miss!"
This has Invariably led to
congestion of wounded on
a tc
the battlefields, where thousands suffered needlessly, lost arms and legs
that might have been saved, or died
when a little care would have preserved them.
Col. Jefferson Randolph Kean, U. S.
A. Medical corps, director general of
military relief of the Red Cross, has
likened the former organization to a
bridge of which the end spans were
complete, but the middle span the
base hospitals was entirely lacking.
When a man Is wounded In battle,
the method of caring for him Is this
modified, of course, by varying conditions:
He lies on the field In No Man's
Land between Mhe lines, or In the
trench until he Is able to drag himself
away, or the stretcher bearers can
reach him, and carry him to one of
stations. These are
the little first-aialways very near to the fighting lines
sometimes In a part of the trench
where the men are fighting.
There an army surgeon stanches the
flow of blood, puts a dressing on the
wound to keep out Infection, binds on
But
tution,
of the
front

.

dressings and hospital supplies of
every kind to the number of 42,482, all
made up to army standard, packed,
boxed and labeled so that surgeons and
nurses can put their hands on them
In a moment.
Now from this It might seem that
the Red Cross has done everything needful, and that there is nothing more to do for the base hospital!
but to wait until the wounded begin
to stream In, and give them the benefit
of all this foresight.
Not so. It has been established that
the supplies of bandages and splints
and wound pads and gauze In a base
hospital last through Just about four
days of heavy fighting. Then, unless
there were a great store of supplies
to draw, from, the hospital would find
Itself with 500 wounded on hand, and
no dressings for their wounds.
Here, again, is work for the Red
All over the land, wherever
Cross.
supplies were made for these 36 base
hospitals, are women trained In making hospital supplies.
It Is for these
women not only to stand ready to furnish other supplies, but to train still

d

nv.mwxf

f

Í

.

.'.

mf
'

A

....

HEN

requires an operation, he Is In th
hnnds of the best surgeons of the land
with the finest surgical tools to d
their work. And the hospital has at
ample supply of wound dressings, pads
surgical
splints,
hospital gowns,
shirts all the thousand and one thlngt
s
a
hospital must have.
That Is the service which the Amerl-caRed Cross has provided for th
American soldier before our countrj
was at war before a single American
ship or unit of the American arm;
ol
Thirty-si- x
was headed for Europe.
these hospitals enough to care for th
wounded of an army of a million men
have been mode ready to the lasi
strip of bandage and the last enrolled
stretcher bearer. Several of thera ar
now In France, helping to care for th
wounded of the allies, and ready to
care for the American soldiers who are
sure to fall Into their hands before

If the American Red Cross had never
done anything else than organize, equip
and supply the base hospitals which
are now backing our armies. It would
have Justified Its existence. Of course
It has done, and still Is doing, countless great things for America and for1
the world; but Its accomplishment In
the line of base hospitals Is Just now
of prime Importance.
As briefly as It may be defined, a
base hospital Is an Institution which
cares for the sick or wounded soldier
from the time be Is sent back from
the firing Une, until he Is able to be
removed to a hospital In his own country.
It Is almost unbelievable, but nevertheless a fact, that until the American
Red Cross took hold of the task a
year ago, no nation In the history of
the world had ever organized a base
hospital until after war had been declared and the fighting begun, and tfie
wounded men lay writhing on the

,

In.'

Navy, With

Its High Ideals and

Splendid Record, Justifies
Nation's Pride.

Organized In Peace Times, These Groups of Surgeons, Nurses
and Privates Are Showing tL Allies That Uncle Sam Is
Prepared to Aid Them Fully in One Department at
Least This Community Must Do Its Part We
Must Give Our Time, Services, Money.

4.

SPANISH-AMERICA-
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NEEDED

FOR

SERVICE

Uncle 6am Pays Alt Expenses and
Monthly Wage Is All Velvet
"There Is Always Room at the
Top," True of Navy.
By EDWARD B. CLARK.
Washington.
Suliors of the Ameri
can nuvy, many of thera young men
who only a year ago were on the farm,
at the bench, at the counter, or in
school, today are in Uncle Snm's de-

stroyers sailing the waters of the
northern seas, where they are engaged
In the heroic duty of upholding the
world principle of freedom for all peoples.

The American people always have
shown a kludly disposition toward the

K.I0
Vaaterg at ama, atorad claaa.
MM
Boatswains' matea, second clasa
W.60
Gunners' mates, second eUas
11.60
Quartermasters, second claaa
44.00
Maahlnlata' matea, second clasa
44.00
Electricians, second class
44.00
.
Bhlpflttera, second clasa
itself.
It needs men proficient la Ollar
40.7
MM
nearly all lines of human working en- Carpenters' matai, second class
W.60
1
Painters, second class
deavor.,
M.H
Storekeepers, second class
Rate of Pay In Navy.
50
Yeomen, second claaa
The law increasing the pay of the Pharmacists' mates, aecond class.... 66.60
men In the navy has Just been enacted
Petty Officer, Third Class.
and the pay tables under the new dis- Maaters at arma, third claaa
Í3YO0
H.O0
pensation have not yet been made out, Cozawalm
M 00
but it Is a simple thing to determine Gunners' mate!, third claaa
3J.O0
the rate of pay of each seaman of Quartermasters, third claaa
53 00
Electrician!, id clasa
90
whatever class by adding to the pay Carpenteri' mates, third clasa
500
given In the accompanying table the Painters, third claas
6M
amount of Increase in each case. The Storekeepers, third clasa
30
third clasi
Increased pay allotment has Just gone Yeomen,
M
Pharmacists' matea, third clasi
Into effect. Below Is given the navy
Rating With Seamen.
wage table, with the pay as it stood Seamen
funneri
M
prior to the recent act of coDgress. In Seamen
JJ
order to know what each man's pay Firemen, first class
a JU
now Is, It is only necessary to know Musicians, first claaa
26.40
Hospital apprentices, first claas
that "every man now drawing less thnn
Rating With 8eamen, Second Class.
$21 a month will receive an Increase of
WW
Seamen, second clasi
359(1
$15 a month ; that every man drawing Firemen, second clasa
n
at present from $22 to $24, a month, In- Shipwrifht! ...A
M00
clusive, will receive $12 a month addi- Musicians, second claai
Buglers
tional; that every man drawing more Hospital apprentices, second clasa.... 20.W
than $24 and less than $45, will receive
Rating With 8eamen, Third Class.
$8 a month additional, and that every Apprentice seamen
man drawing at present $45 or more Firemen, third cla
a month will receive $6 a month addi- Landsmen
Commissary Branch.
tional pay.
$7700
Chief commissary atewardi
It should be borne In mind that the Commissary stewards
JJ
apprentice seaman, the ordinary boy Ship'! cook!, first class
recruit, who ordinarily gets $17.60 a Ship'! cooks, second class
cooki, third clasa
month, will be receiving at the time Ship's
.W
Ship's cooki, fourth class
that this Is read $15 additional, mak- Bakers, first clasa
JJ J
Bakers, second claii
ing his pay $32.00.
Here is the pay table as it stands Landsmen to commander fn chief
6 w
today regardless of the Increases which Stewardi
Cooka to commander! in chief
congress has ordained :
Stewarda to commandants
Cooks to commandants
Chief Petty Officers, '
Cabin steward!
Monthly Cabin cooka
Pay.
Wardroom itewards
Chief masters at arms
$71.60
Wardroom cook
66.00
Chief boatswains' matea
Steerage itewarda
66.00
Chief gunners' matea ,
JJSteerage cooki
Chief turret captalna...',
66.00
Warrant officers' itewardi
"
66.00
Chief quartermaster!
Warrant officer!' cooki
Chief machinist!' matea
77.00
'.
Mess attendanta, first clasi..
vm
66.00
Chief electricians
Mess attendants, second class
n.w
'.
66.00
Chief carpenters' mates
Meas attendants, third class
56.00
Chief water tenders
00
Chief printers
If Americans cltlsens.
mess-ma66.00
Chief storekeepers
All stewards and cooks of the
66.00
Chief yeomen
who are American citizens,
branch,
66.00
Chief pharmacist!" mates
and hold certificates of qualification,
67.20
Bandmaster!
receive $5.50 a month in addition to
perAll chief petty officers with a
pay.
manent appointment receive $77 a the above rates of
Navy Needs Men.
month and allowances,
The United States Jday la at war.
Petty Officers, First Class.
government officials are looking
The
4100
Maaters at arma, first claai
young men of the country to
to
the
.00
Boatswains' mates, first class
44.00
Gunners' matea, first claaa
come to the help of that democracy
66.00
Turret captains, first claaa
which means liberty. There are rear
44.00
Quartermasters, first class
admirals and captains in the United
71.60
Boiler makers
60.60
States navy today who rose to their
Machinists' matea, first class
60.60
Coppersmiths
high rank of command from the posi60.60
Shlpfltters, first claaa
tion of naval apprentice. Rear Ad66.00
Electrician!, first claaa
William H. H. Southerland once
miral
66.00
Blacksmiths ..:
49.60
was a naval apprentice. Capt. John
Plumbers and Fitters
44.00
Sallmaksri' mates
Emll Roller was a naval apprentice.
44.00
Carpenters' mates, Brat class
"There is always room at the top" is
44.00
Water tenders
saying that is credited originally to
44.00
a
Painters, first claaa
44.00
Printers, first, clasi
sea service. Uncle Sam needs rethe
44.00
Storekeepers, first claaa
to help sustain the honor of hli
cruits
4.00
Yeomen, first class
sea and its service have a
flag
The
9
0
First musicians
44.00
holding charm for men of red blood.
Pharmacist!' matea, first class
RED-BLOODE-

.

In case of broken bones, and
makes It possible for the patient to be
moved to the little field hospital a
short distance from the fighting line.
This field hospital Is usually a tent
sometimes a hut or a born or even
a space In the open air sheltered by a
hill or a clump of trees. It Is really
little more than an enlarged first-aistation, with a capacity for not more
than 125 wounded, who He on the
ground on tarpaulins. There are no
beds, and seldom any cots.
From the field hospital the wounded are taken, as rapidly as possible, to

splints

d

the evacuation hospitals, still farther
from the danger zone. Each evacuation hospital cares for the wounded
from three field hospitals. This, too,
Is an emergency station, and has no
permanency.
It Is a collection station
for wounded, where the worst cases
may be given a little more attention
than has been possible before.
As rapidly as the motor ambulances,
thediospltal trains, the hospital ships,
or other agencies, are able to work,
the wounded are taken from those collecting stations to the base hospital,
located at the army base Borne distance
to the rear.
Here, for the first time, the
ed man finds himself in a real hospital, In the hands of surgeons and
nurses who have the time to give his
hurts every possible care.
He Is put into a real bed In a real

other women to take up the work ; for
when the Americans begin to fight
there will be no stopping the stream of
wounded until the war Is won. And
the Red Cross cannot afford to let a
single fighting mnn die for lack of a
bandage or a splint. Is our commu-

;
nity doing Its partí
In France right now the supply of
gauze and linen Is so low that they
are reported to be using old newspapers to stanch bleeding wounds. That
must never happen to an American soldier. And unless the American people
get behind the Fed Cross with all their
strength and in 'ill their numbers, and
train themselve to turn out supplies
for thefr hospital, it may happen.
It would be the Irony of fate if a
soldier from our own town perhaps
your own family, or mine were. to get
gangrene in his wound, perhaps lose,
an arm or a leg $r even his life, be
cause we folks here had failed to furnish the dressing' for his wound.

Red CroM

stretcher

Men.

After wounded Soldiers receive first
aid in the trenA dressing stations they
are carried back it night usually by
Red. Cross stretcher-bearer- s
under fire
to waiting Red Ooss ambulances two
or three hundred yards to the rear.
They are convey d then to the field
hospital several miles bnck, and as
soon as condition permit, the patients
base hospital 40 or
are removed to
50 miles behind (he firing line.

hospital, supplied with
bacteriological and pathological laboratories, a diet kitchen presided over by
The Red Ooss new has more than
skilled cooks, and with surgeons and 1,200 regularly organized chapters In
nurses drawn from America's most the United Stales, with considerably
highly, trained to wait on him. If he more than 2,0U0,v00 members.

"-J-

and the
There has been an appeal about the
sea which has drawn and held the in
terest of landsmen who never smelt
salt water. Americans always have
taken a pride in their navy.
Today Uncle Sam needs men for his
navy and he wishes to get them from
the ranks of those who are charged
with the volunteer spirit of service.
Our great fleet Is mobilized "somewhere on the coast" for possible deadly
service with the great fleet of the
enemy. Today, for the navy has allowed the fact to become known, many
of our smaller craft, the bulldog destroyers of the navy, are hunting the
submarine sharks in the waters off
Daunt's Rock, close to the coast of Ire
land and farther north, where even In
summer the elements at times are almost as fierce as "man, the enemy."
Pay Is Doubled.
Recently the congress of the United
States increased the pay of the sailor
men so materially that the recrults's
pay is double what It was.
In the navy the young men of the
country, both in times of peace and in
times of war, secure liberal educations.
Their opportunities for travel and for
g
are greater than those of
men employed in almost any other calling in life. Moreover, the boya Just
entering manhood who enlist in the
navy are given opportunities for Instruction which, if they have the ambition and the mental qualifications, will
enable thera to enter the naval academy at Annapolis on the same terms as
midshipmen who are nominated by
members of congress, and at that Institution to secure an education which
fits them for the commissioned rank
which the government of the United
States will confer upon them.
There are traditions In the American
navy which keep high the spirit of en MARINES ARE ALWAYS FIRST III FIGHT
deavor in every man who walks the
deck under the colors, from the ad
miral to the apprentice seaman. The
if It is necessary for the service of
boy learns all about John Paul Jones, They Go Everywhere by Land or protection of the American flag and of
and his deeds on the sea for his counthe upholding of the rights of American
Sea in Defense of the
try; all about Decatur, Balnbrldge,
people.
American Flag.
Hull, Porter, Farragut and Dewey. As
The Marine corps Is curious In a way
the secretary of the navy has said, In
In Its formation.
It has more men in
what is really an appeal to the youth
its ranks than an army division, and
of the country to enlist under the MOTTO: "ALWAYS FAITHFUL" yet In a way Its organization ia that
navy's colors, the standard Is high.
of a regiment, although It has a major general commandant and several
Service of High Ideals.
The Recruit Entering 8ervlce Today Is brigadier generals.
Then, like the
Paid $30 a Month and the Opportu"The navy has been throughout its
army, It has Its colonels, Its lieutenant
nities for Advancement Are
entire existence a service of high
colonels, Its majors, and Its captains.
Numerous.
Ideals; and Its unbroken record of
The Marine corps, big as it is, with
duty
great and worthy oclilevement, of
its 30,000 men in war time, keeps a peBy FDWARD B. CLARK.
well done, has been due to the high
culiar organization, because its fight"First in the Fight" is ers necessarily are divided into comWashington.
standard set for officers and men In the
mainUnited
slogan
been
of
the
beginning' and which has
the
paratively small detachments.
tained ever since. Tills standard was States marines, while "Semper FiUnder the command of Colonel Doynever higher than It Is today; and any delia," "Always Faithful," is their en of the Marine corps 2,000 soldiers
young American who thinks of going motto in peace and war.
of the sea soon will be In the trenches
So it would seem that If good works, In France. These men, It has been
Into the navy may feel sure that, on
,
enlisting, he will enter a service in coupled with faith, secure a man's sal-- announced, were added to the prelimwhich he may, and should, always feel vatlon, there must be some reason as inary force which It 8 Intended to
a Justifiable pride and of which the well as rhyme In the last four lines of send Into France because the governthe Marine corps hymn:
uniform is a badge of honor."
ment recognized the right of marines
Young men between the ages of sev- If the Army and the Navy
to live up to the meaning of their warwho are not
Ever look on Heaven's scenes,
enteen and twenty-five- ,
time slogan, "First In the Fight."
by
guarded
are
streets
find
will
They
the
skilled In any naval trade, are enlisted
Men Needed for Marines.
Marines.
Statea
United
The
as apprentice senmen. Immedlntely
Recently Uncle Sara has ordered an
United States government wants
The
recruiting
In
sworn
being
ot,the
upon
In the number of his marines men for Its Marine corps. It hopes that
Increase
government
stations they are sent at
not be necessary to draw from
war strength of 30,000 men,
expense to a naval training station. to a numerically means 4,000 more It will
of the selective service
which
ranks
the
he
is
because
seamnn.
apprentice
The
in a division of army the men needed to complete the
are
men
there
than
undergoing
simply
a green man and
organtroops of the United ' Statea army. complement of the soldier-sailo- r
training hns been paid n the past
atFrom this time on, There Is room in the marines, there- ization. It wants volunteers. The
$17.00 a month.
any stalwart young Ameri- tractions of service In the marines are
fore,
for
conof
act
recent
the
however, under
between the ages of eighteen and many. There are chances, and good
gress his pay throughout the war and can
thirty-fiv- e
who wishes to be a soldier ones, for the enlisted men to be recuntil six months after its ending Is to
In one, to be first In the ommended for a student course at Ansailor
a
and
month.
a
Í32.00
be
be able to prove that he napolis, there to be educated and
to
fight,
and
Now it must be remembered that the
always faithful to the Ideals of hu- trained and upon graduation to resailor, whether he be a recruit or a is
MaIs under no manity and the Ideals of his country. ceive a commission either In the
seasoned
the American be- rine corps or In the navy. The law
war
present
In
the
livelihood
after
his
expense at all for
also provides for the promotion of
lief Is that the two are one.'
he once Joins the navy. He Is given
When congress recently Increased noncommissioned officers to warrant
clothing, food, shelter and medical
army It also increased
In the grades of marine gunners
Out of hjs pay all that he the pay of the navy and of the Ma- rank quartermaster's
Such offclerk.
th
pay
and
of
the
o i spend is such money as he desires
who en- icers receive from $1,125 to $2,500 a
today
corps.
recruit
The
rine
to pay out for such luxuries and enterthe Marine corps will receive $30 year, and are entitled to the same
tainments as he seems Inclined to In- ters
pay, an increase of $15 over privileges of retirement as warrant
month
a
dulge In.
the pay in the more or less piping officers In the navy.
Increase Soon Comes.
There Is a chance for marines to
times of peace. More than this, if he
not be supposed that an ap- goes to sea, which unquestionably will make money In addition to their pay.
must
It
prentice seaman continues long to draw be his lot, he will receive 20 per cent Mess stewards, mess sergeants, meat
simply the amount of his first pay. His additional, and it is generally account- men, clerks, and men assigned to avia
first raise comes in the seaman branch, ed that in this war time the 20 per tion duty receive amounts varying
and if he is in the fireroom he gets an cent Increase will be continued while from $7.50 to $15 per month In addi
additional sum.
the marine Is on land In a foreign tion to their base pay. There are proThe navy needs ran who are trained country holding up his end for the visions for increased pay for men who
qualify as expert riflemen, as marks
or partly trained in the various trades. United States.
What is the marine? This is one of men and as sharpshooters. .
Men who are proficient along certain
The Marine corps Is the oldest army
lines and who come within certain the questions in a little catechism Islimits of ages are enlisted for specific sued by the officials of the corps. The service of the United States, having
purposes In the navy. They are given answer is that' the marine la a soldier been organized before the army and
the navy. Every man who enters It Is
pay In accordance with standards set of the sea.
is
soldier
a
a
sailor,
and
given his food, his clothing, his lodg
marine
of
lines
endeavor
The
different
for the
which they must follow. Full informa- and yet he Is neither. He is a sort of ing, and his medical attendance.
fighting rover.
d
He goes
The country needs volunteer ma
tion concerning enlistments of this a
everywhere by lnrJt,or by sea to the rines for n-- service that Is First at
kind can be had at any recruitJng
Th navy today is a world in last outpost of civilization and beyond the Front and Always Faithful
man-of-w-

"-J-

n

sight-seein-

war-tim-

After wounded soldiers received first aid In the trench dressing stations they are carried back by Red Cross workers under fire to waiting
Red Cross ambulances in which they are conveyed to a field hospital.
Thence they are removed to the base hospital.
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THOSE AWFUL
CRAMPS
tart

Suggestions that may
Much Suffering
Marysville,

Pa.-"-

For

I suffered with

would have to

PUJUIIII

r

twelve year
stay-i-n

bed several day
every monto, i
tried all kinds of
remedies and wa

i

butmy trouble con- tinned until one day
I read about Lydia.
E. rink nam s vege- tahia Piimnniinrl and
t
?
.
what it had done for
others. I tried it
mnA nnS T am tlAVAfand feel like
cramps
with
troubled
I cannot praise
different woman.
Lydia E. Pinkham'i Vegetable Com- J

.iwwwiu.pound wo niKiny aiiu a
tasr it to my friends who suffer as I did.
Mr. UEOKtiB IV. XIAIlAin, v
Marysville, Pa.
Young women who are troubled wita
ninfiil nr irreoular nerioda. backache.
sensations.
headache, dragging-dow- n
fainting spells or inaigesaon snuuiv
take Lydia E. Plnkham'a Vegetable
Thousands have been reCompound.
stored to health by this root and herb
remedy.

Write iorrreeana neipiui

baivivb

w

Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (confidential), Lynn, Mass. ' Only womeo
open ana read such letters.

Too Much for Him.
"Conscription has, maybe, saved thf
country," growled the strapping youn
soldier, "but what I object to Is tht
company it drives a man into. I am
practical plumber by trade, an nones
workman, yet I'm compelled to suffe
the society o' sich professionals as s
lawyer, a minister, and an auctioneer.
"Not a bad selection, Jock," re
marked his friend.
"Oh, maybe no' In a way ; but when
the minister and the lawyer start ao
argument on Egyptian law In the middle o' the night across half a dozes
beds, with the blessed auctioneer a
umpire, what chance has even a prao
tlcal plumber o' stoppln the gas leakT

FRECKLES
New Is the Time te Get Bid at These
Vlr Bpets.
There's no longer the illahtest need e
feelinf ashamed of your freckles, aa tht
prescription othtne
double strength
if
guaranteed to remove these homely spota
Simply get aa ounoe of othlne douhl
strength from your druggist, and apply a
little of It night and morning and yea
should soon see that even the worst freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
ones have vanished entirely.
It is seldom
that more than ene ounce Is needed to completely clear the skin and gain a beautifal
clear complexion.
Be sure to ask for the double strength
othlne, as this Is sold under guarantee ol
money back if It falls te remove frecklesv
Adv.

SEA SOLDIERS

GOOD

SHOTS

There Is a Story From Vera Cruz That
Telle of the Marksmanship of
Uncle Sam's Marines.

The murines know how to handle
rifle ; 50 per cent of the force are qualified, listed shots.
There Is a story
from Vera Cruz that telts of good
shooting and a sure eye, Henry
writes In the Youth's Companion.
Our bluejackets were marching up
the street from the plaza between rows
of low
house.
A well
dressed Mexican, with a newspaper
over his knee, was sitting on the balcony bt his house, apparently Intent on
watching our sailors advance ; but hidden under the paper he held a big revolver, and as our men went by he
fired. Thé bullets were striking, but
our officers could hardly suspect a
Mexican, reading a paper
and looking peacefully on from his
own house, of being the sniper.
Dropping his paper, the Mexican
went Inside to reload. When he came
out again on the balcony the glint of
the gun caught the attention of Lieutenant Colonel Neville on horseback In
the plaza, 1,000 or more yards away.
Through his
fleldglass the
colonel saw plainly the flash of tht:.
shots under the newspaper.
"Get him," he said, turning to hi
Reu-terda-

two-stor- y

well-dresse- d

eight-pow-

orderly.
The mnn raised his rifle, pressed the
trigger and the Mexican fell out of
his chair.
"Got him, sir," said the marine.
Recess Was Called.

real estate agent was testifying in
court recently in a case Involving the
exchange of a picture show for a farm.
It was contended that the theater was
not worth what It was represented,
owing to Its locality. The attorney
asked the Witness to state what the
surroundings of the theater were
"Next door to It was a shoe shining
place," hé answered, "then came a
garage, and next was a saloon, and
that's as far as I got" When the excitement subsided, the Judge observed
that that was a good place to stop, and
the customary mldsesslon recess was
called. Indianapolis News.
A

"Give all

the kids

PostToasties
They like cm
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THE

COLORADO MAN

CHANCE

OliS 16 POUNDS
Gave

WAS UNABLE TO

WO!

Works All Day Without Tiring Now
and 8ays Ho Feels Like
New
Man Since He Started
Taking Tanlac.
"I have taken three bottles of Teniae and hare actually gained sixteen
pounds," was the remarkable statement made by Charles II. Malr of 814
Arcadia street, Colorado Springs, recently.
"For a long time," he continued, "my
stomach has been In a bad fix and for
the last five years It has given me all
eorts of trouble. What little I managed to eat seemed to do me harm
instead of good and for the last two
years I have lived mostly on milk and
toast and even then I suffered from
Indigestion.
Gas would form on my
stomach and bloat me up and make
me miserable. I was also very nervous and would just toss and roll all
night unable to sleep. I fell oil In
weight from one hundred and fifty-fiv- e
to one hundred and twenty-eigh- t
pounds and kept going down and getting weaker every day. Finally I got
In such a bad shape I couldn't work,
so about a year ago, I sold my farm
in Portage, Wisconsin, and came here
to Colorado Springs and was under
treatment for a long time without getting any better.
"I commenced to feel better almost
at once after I started taking Tanlac
nnd by the time my first bottle was
finished, the Indigestion was gone and
I was feeling like a new man. When
I had taken three bottles I could eat
anything I wanted without having a
sign of trouble and I could hardly
It, but I weighed sixteen pounds
more than when I started taking It
My strength had Increased a hundred
per cent and I Vent back to work and
I am never bothered with the trouble
any more at all, and can work all
day without getting tired I can certainly recommend Tanlac "because I
believe It's worth Its weight In gold."
There Is a Tanlac dealer in your
be-1'j-

town.

Adv.

What Did He Mean?
Until three o'clock this afternoon
Warden Hanley of the Tombs prison
was a perfectly contented warden, says
a New York correspondent. He bad
been told twice during the morning
thut a man with a frock coat and a
silk hat had called to see him, and as
the man was to return at three o'clock,
Mr. Hanley cut short his tour of the
prison and returned to his office. He
found that the caller had called, fumed
and finally ieft this note: "Thirty
years ago my father, who was of medium height and undoubtedly punctual,
was employed as a heat denunciator In
a metal mill In Pittsburgh. For years,
or at least for a considerable time, be
told no one. However, It was common
rumor. Now, after all these years,
does It seem that a man would deliberately take any such action? What
would be his motive? I ask you as
a humanitarian to discuss this with no
one. Merely use It for your own Information and proceed likewise. I leave
for Pittsburgh at four o'clock, but trust
you Implicitly. A Friend." At a late
hour Warden Hanley, huvlng rend the
note through 92 times, was reading It
time.
through forthe ninety-third

DANDRUFF AND ITCHING
Disappear With Use of Cutlcura Soap
and Ointment Trial Free.
The first .thing In restoring
ing "hair Is to get rid of dundruff and
itching. Rub Cutlcura Ointment into
scalp, next morning shampoo with
Cutlcura Soap'and hot water. Prevent
skin and scalp troubles by making Cutlcura your everyday toilet preparation.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. L,
dry, fall-

Boston.

Adv.

Sold everywhere.

Hay on Ability.
Cnpt. Ian Hay, the English soldier
and lecturer, was praising In New York
the promptness and energy wherewith
America has attacked the submarine

danger.
"In your country," he said, "ability
will out."
He frowned and added :
"In the old country ability will out,
too at the elbows."
Red Croas Baa Blue,
than liquid blue. Delight
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

Be happy.
much better

Use

It

All Say

Customer (holding
much for this?

up box)

How

,

Fire

Fair Bazaar Attendant

"v

lings.

shili

Customer Aren't you a little dear?
Attendant Well (coyly), that's what
all the boys say. Cassel's Saturday
Journal.

Granulated Eyelids
RAMA Eyes
by
WOrO
inflamed

expo-su-

re

to Sub, Disl and Wind

;.n.

h Murine
CveBemedy. No Smarting,
rT- lust Eve Comfort. At
Druggists or by mail 50c per Bottle. Marín
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FOR HIGH SERVICE IN ARMY

Sergeant, first class, medical department Sergeant, field musician, mili66
tary academy
Hospital sergeant Master engineer.
listed Men to Secure
Tl
Engineer
.Quartermaster sergeant, senior grade
Commissions.
Q. Mi corps.
Band leader. Master
'signal electrician.' Master electrician.
Master engineer, senior grade. Master
sergeant. Band serWEIL PAID AND CARED FOR geant hospital
aad assistant leader, military
It
academy ..,
Additional Pay Per Month.
Food, Clothing, Lodging and Medical Mess sergeant
6
Casemate electrician
Attendance Provided
Many Who
0
Observer, first class
Have Entered 8ervlce as PrivPlotter
ates Have Gained High Rank.
Coxswain
1
Chief planter
7
Chief loader
By EDWARD B. CLARK,
1
Observer, second class
1
Washington.
"In the regular army, Gun commander
T
e
Oun pointer
assistant
This line is from a song in praise of Surgical
6
Expert rifleman
the regulars which is as old as the Nurse
I
army Itself. It is the pride of the Sharpshooter
t
class gunner
regulars to say that they are always First
I
Second class gunner
ready and it would seem to the civilian Marksman
Dispensary
assistant
who reads the history of the standing
i
army that the pride is not misplaced. Certificate of merit
Win Additional Pay.
There seems to be throughout the
each privOn the first
country a misunderstanding concerning
enlistments In the regulnr army today. ate In the United States army gets $3
The registration of men between the additional pay each month, and this Is
ages of twenty-on- e
for Increased for each succeeding enlistand thirty-on- e
possible selection as soldiers In the ment. It will be seen from the table
new national army does not in any way thnt men who qualify as good shots,
prevent the registered man from enlist- or who, becuuse of their capabilities,
ing today In the regular army, the navy are given certain positions, receive an
or the Marine corps. There Is still a Increase of monthly pay. It may also
chance for a man to become a volun- be snld that each enlisted man who
teer and by becoming one to enter the serves In the aviation corps receives an
ranks of an army which has made his- addition of 50 per cent In his pay while
tory and will continue to make it so he Is on duty that requires him to
long as American fighting men take the participate regularly nnd frequently in
aerial flights, or while holding the
field.
In the regular army the enlisted man rating of aviation mechanician.
The regular army of the United
is assured of a fine quality of leadership. He Is under the command of States dates bnck for its organization
men who know the war game from its to the year 1780, when It was a body
beginning to Its end and who under- of men barely 500 in number. Prior
stand thoroughly how to instill a strict to this time there was a force, the
discipline which Is good for the men units of which were paid by the difand for the service because, while ferent states, or it might almost be
necessarily strict, it has for Its spirit said colonies, for it was not until 1789
a kindly consideration and a knowl- that the United States as the United
The fededge of the needs of the soldier. More- States came into existence.
over, the regular army officers know eral government took over a part of
how to care thoroughly for the health these state forces and formed the original regular army.
of their men.
The regulars fought Indians from
Thoroughly Trained Leaders.
the very start of their existence as an
It must not be understood from this organized body. They made a fine
that the new national army will not record for. themselves small as were
be well led and well cared for, but in their numbers in the war of 1812. Later
the regular service the entire personthey took up the work of guarding the
nel of the commissioned ranks is that frontier, and the history of the army
of men who have had the best kind of for years and years was one of
training with special reference to the
of devotion to duty, and of
guidance of those who shall be under achievement in the fields so far retheir control. In the national aimy in moved from civilization that the people
each organization there will be some never realized what their little force
regular officers, whose duty it will be was doing for them. To the fact that
to Impart to the newer officers the the high work of the regulars was done
things which they have learned by long for so many years in remote fields was
experience.
Both services will be of due the lack of the people's appreciathe highest order.
tion of the heroism of their standing
The young man wo enlists in the reg- army.
ular service has every chance of proLong List of Achievements.
motion. He enters as a private, but
It was the regulars who suffered in
there is an opportunity for him while
on the
still an enlisted man to secure a posi- the Fort Dearborn massacre
Chicago over a hundred years
tion which will pay him $81 a month site of
Major
in addition to his entire support so far ago; it was the regulars under
outhopelessly
Florida,
in
who
Dade
as food, clothing, lodging and medical
fought
ambushed,
until
nnd
numbered
attendance are concerned. The govalmost the last man was killed, the
ernment gives all these things gratis.
always
an opportunity for Seminole Indians under the fine leaderThere is
enlisted men of the United States ship of one of Osceola's chieftains. It
army who are mentally and physically was the regulars who went to death In
alert to secure commissions, and there- the country of the Rosebud under the
by to pass from the ranks of an en- white chief, Custer; it was a little
Big Foot and
listed man to that of an officer, and band of regulars who met
be assured of a profession for the his warriors on Wounded Knee creek
appallrest of his life. Enlisted men who re- In 1800 and won the fight after
who,
main enlisted men in the army can re- ing losses. It was the regulars
Crazy Horse Chief
tire after 80 years service with good fought Red Cloud,
Joseph, and who followed Gerónimo,
pay and allowance.
The Kid, and other savage Apaches,
Pay In the Army.
Into the mountain fastnesses of MexiIn order that the young man who co. It was the regulars who from the
desires to become a volunteer through beginning until the present day have
enlistment in the United States army, dared everything for their country.
for probable first service in the field Their record is a magnificent one.
of the present war, may know Just
The regular array Is now being
what his pay will be, the following brought up to a war standard of
table is given by which he can de- strength. When the ranks are full
termine almost at a glance what his there will be following the colors as a
"monthly money" will amount to, and part of the regular establishment some
whjle studying the table he should re- 285,000 Americans. Any young Amerimember thnt the government takes it can today has an opportunity to beupon itself to keep him in food and come by volunteering a member of this
clothing, to give him lodging and med- devoted band. It means service, and
ical attendance and, In fact, to provide hard service, but it also means high
for him every necessary of life free of service, and in all human probability
glorious service. Hardships there will
cost. Here is the table:
Per be In plenty; dangers, a multitude, but
Month. there are the compensations of service
,
Private. Private, second class. Bugler.130
that Is service, and of a sense of
Private, hospital corps (private medical
department)
II patriotic duty done in a field of life
13 into which, devotion
Private, first clam
to country calls
Corporal, artillery, cavalry, Infantry.
young
American.
the
Saddler. Mechanic, Infantry, cavalry,
Organization of the Army.
field artillery, medical department.
86
Farrier. Wagoner
The organization of the army today
Corporal, engineers, ordnance, signal
Is different from the organization of
corps, Q. M. corps, medical departother days. In the old days there was
ment. Mechanic, coast artillery. Chief
no aviation service and little or no
field artillery.
mechanic,
Musician,
third class. Infantry, cavalry, artilsignal service of any kind. The med86
lery, engineers
service was crude; the artillery
ical
Sergeant, artillery, cavalry. Infantry,
had not become the great factor in
tjtable sergeant, field artillery, Infantry, cavalry. Supply sergeant. Infanwarfare that it is today, and there was
try, cavalry, artillery. Mess serless specialization along all lines of
geant, Infantry, cavalry, artillery.
military endeavor.
Cook.
Horseshoer. Radio sergeant.
Fireman. Band corporal. Musician
Let us take the American army as it
second class, Infantry, cavalry, artilIs provided for under.the law of today,
lery, engineers. Musician, third class,
when we are In war with a
88 a time
military academy
great military power. Of course it
Sergeant, engineers, ordnance, signal
eorps, Q. M. corps, medical departmust be remembered that In addition
ment. Stable sergeant engineers. Supto the regular army we shall have the
ply sergeant, engineers. Moss sergreat natv national army, the National
geant, engineers. Color sergeant.
Electrician sergeant, second class.
Guardsmen, the navy and the Marine
Band sergeant. Musician, first class,
corps to help us win In the fight for
Infantry, cavalry, artillery, engineers.
the liberty of the world.
Musician, second class, military acad44
emy
The regular army of the United
sergeant
major,
field
artillery.
Battalion
States upon the present war footing
Infantry. Squadron sergeant major.
Sergeant major, Junior grade. Master
consists of 64 regiments of infantry,
gunner:
Sergeant Bugler. Assistant
25 regiments of cavalry; 26 regiments
48
leader
hand
Regimental sergeant major. Regimen- - . of field artillery, a coast artillery corps,
brigade, division, army corps, and army
tal supply sergeant. Sergeant major,
serQuartermaster
senior grade.
headquarters, with their detachments
geant, Q. M. oorps. Ordnance serof troops; a general staff, corps, an
geant. First sergeant' Battalion seradjutant general's department, an in
geant major, engineers. Battalion
supply sergeant, engineers. Electrispector general's department, a Judge
cian sergeant, first class. Sergeant,
advocate general's department, a quar
first class, engineers, Q. M. corps, sigtermaster's corps, a medical departnal corps. Assistant engineer. Musician, first class, military academy.... Q ment, a corps of engineers, an ord

Always

Up His Farm and Went to
Colorado Springs for
Treatment.

8PANI8M-AMERICA-

an Opportunity for

En-

or

'

e,

'

Tea smiles for a nickel. Always boy Rs4
Did He Understand? ...
nance department, a signal corps, tin
Wife Big checks for dresses will Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear
officers of the burean of Insular affair
white clothes. Air..
a military bureau, the regular army re- will not be In demand this season,,
I
Husband
Thank
heaven
Love and pain are more or lesa
serve, the corpa of cadets at Wesl
,
chummy.
Point, and other smaller organization!
Short Enough.
used for disciplinary grades, servid
"I like public speeches, I like t read
William Fleming of St. Paul has
schools, and record depot detachments
addresses, but most of them are too taught his fowls to answer to Individand for some other purposes.
,
long."
ual names.
How It Is Commanded.
"Run over a few of these," suggested
An army Is a huge body of men gath- Flubdub, handing him a copy of the
Hosanna Hoffman, ninety-four- ,
of
ered together for fighting purposes In city directory."
Pittsburgh walks a mile dally to pray
different units of organization. An
for world peace.
army when it passes a certain strength
His Clutch Slipped.
general
by
usually is commanded
a
Harold, age four, was trudging with
If a man hoards riches and enjoys
Today there is no general in the Unitto Sunday school, and the long them not, he Is n fit companion for the
father
ed States army, but it is probable that
tramp was almost too much for him. donkey that dines on thistles when
within a few months congress will reThe father, glnnchig back, noticed the grass Is plenty.
vive the rank and name some officer,
boy's fatigue and, slackening his
small
vvho, taking the title of general, shall
Doesn't Interrupt Him.
pace, asked ;
have supreme command of all the fight
walking too fast, son?"
"Does your wife listen to your ad"Am
I
ing forces In the field.
"No," returned the small boy, puf- vice?"
An army is composed of army corps.
fing and panting breathlessly, "It's me,
"Listen? Of course she does. My
There may be two or three or more
wife Is very polite."
corps in an army. Sometimes when papa." Christian Herald.
there is a huge number of troops in
the field one general Is put In supreme
command while his forces are divided
Into several armies, each one in comIt Is
mand of a lieutenant general.
likely that congress soon will mnke
MORTALITY is something frightful. We can hardly realize that
MaJ. Gen. John J. Pershing a lieutenINFANTthe children born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o
per cent,
ant general and put him In command
die hafore they reach one year; thirty-seve- n
or
before
of the First corps, consisting of several
before they are five, and one-ha- lf
per cent, or more than one-tbi-ri
they are fifteen I
divisions of troops, to see service In
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save
France.
many of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
A division of troops is' commnnded
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of narcotic preparations.
by a major general. It Is composed
Drops, tinctures and soothing syrups sold for children's complaints contain
of several brigades, each one of which
They are, in considerable quantities,
more or less opium or morphine.
Is commanded by a brigadier general.
deadly poisons. In any quantity, they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
It is possible for a brigade to consist
to congestions, sickness, death. There1 can be no danger in the use of Cas
of a. combination of cavalry, Infantry
II. t ietcher
if it bears the signature oí Lhas.
toria
..
.'
. .
and artillery, but frequently each brias ll contains no opiates or narcotics
oi any mmu.f n
gade is composed of regiments nil ot
C&tC
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature ot sfaVvv
the same branch of the service. The
typical Infantry brignde, for Instance,
consists of a headquarters and three
Real Sporting Blood.
regiments of infantry, while a typical
woman stopped to
The
cavalry brigade consists of a head- reprove the youngRter who had chased
quarters and three regiments of cav- a cat up a tree.
alry.
"You bad boy ! Suppose you were a
HUÍ. i-i
cat, would you like to have anyone
Composition of the Regiment
fashion?"
you
In
that
,
Each regiment is commanded by a chase
"Gee, wouldnT I, though, if I could
colonel, who has under hlra a lieutenant colonel, whose duties are rather climb like that 1" said the youngster,
nondescript, although his chief duty Is grinning.
to take the place of the colonel In his
absence or In case be is wounded or
killed In battle.
Each regiment Is divided into battalions, and each battalion is com
Work which brings any unusual
posrnvílt
manded by a major. A battalion constrain on the back and kidneys tends
CURES
to cause kidney ailments, such as backsists of two or more companies, troops
CATARRH
ache, lameness, headache, dizziness and
comcompany
is
or batteries, and each
distressing urinary troubles. Kidney
50 centa
Hay Fever and
manded by a captain. In each comcomplaints make any kind of work
at all drug; stores If you cannot obtain it
doubly hard and if neglected there js
pany there is a first lieutenant and a
danger of gravel, dropsy or Bright s of your druggist send direct to us. TRC-- 0
second lieutenant, and complete comCHEMICAL CO., tapirs Dldg., Oesver, Csls.
disease. If your work is hard on the
plement of noncommissioned officers
back, keep your kidneys in good condifirst sergeants, duty sergeants, anf
tion with Doan's Kidney Pills. Thou,

Save the Babies
one-quart-

yf.

1

Denver Directory

kind-hearte- d

--

IsYourWorkllard?

corporals.
The company is divided Into squads
for purposes of instruction, discipline
control and order, each squad consisting of a corporal and seven privates.
The corporal is the squad leader, and
when absent is replaced by a deslg
nated private. It might be said thai
from the squad, consisting as It doe
only of a corporal and seven privatea
the whole formation of an army is developed and in a sense regulated. Thi
squad is a small base unit from whlck
armies take their growth by a series of
developing steps.
Men who enter the United States
array as recruits have the same chañes
that men had years ago not only to become commissioned officers, but to
reach the high place of command ol
all the armies of their country.
Does this seem to be an exaggerated statement? Only recently thers
died a lieutenant general of the United
States army who commanded all the
forces of Uncle Sam. He entered ths
service as an enlisted man of regulars,
going to a recruiting office Just as any
boy of today con go to a recruiting
office there to don the uniform of a
private, later to enter the ranks, and
If it Is In him to work his way op to
the top.
Private Goes to Top.
On July 22, 1861, Lieut. Gen. Adna
R. Chaffee applied for enlistment as a
regular in the army of the United
States. There was nothing to differ
entlate him from other young men who
applied dally at the recruiting office.
He was assigned as a private to Troop
K of the Sixth cavalry, an organization
which exists today and in which John
our
J. Pershing, now commanding
forces in France, saw his first hard
fighting duty. General Chaffee rose
from private to sergeant, to first serlieutenant and
to second
geant,
through the rest of the ranks until
he was made lieutenant general of the
United States army, the ranking officer
of Uncle Sam's forces.
Chaffee was a soldier of the highest
n
His ' career In the
order.
war was markedly efficient.
He fought at San Juan and later went
to the Philippines. While there he was
ordered to take coramnnd of the American forces which were to Join the allied forces in their march on Peking,
the forbidden city. That was one of
the most auccessful and
expeditions ever dispatched by the
United States. Chaffee won fame for
his service. Within the compass of
his years in the army he had served In
every rank barring that of corporal.
Of the three living lieutenant generals of the army, all of whom are on
the retired list, not one was a graduate
of West Point They all came up, If
not from the ranks, at least from the
lowest commissioned offices, working
their way by merit, until they received
the highest military honor possible under then existing law, promotion to
command of the army with the rank
of lieutenant general.
The fact that all young men between
and thirty-on- e
the ages of twenty-on- e
are registered for possible service does
not prevent their volunteering for Service In the regular army, the navy or
the Marine corps. There Is a, chance
for high service "In the ' regular
'
'
army, O."
Spanish-America-

hard-workin- g

sands rely on them.
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A Colorado Case
J. K. May, 818 Main
St., Sterling, Colo., says: mStymVA

FOSTER-MILBUR-

Guaranteed

DENVER

CREAM

PmldFoe
M&Ko Trial Shipment
GOLD C0ÍN CREAMERY COMPANY
1209 15th Straet

Dearer, Cola,

L!iP!lt.M

wLJ
SOe

J. H. WILSON
SADDLERY CO.

HIgheat
Prloom

"I was almost helpless
with sharp pains In my
back. My limbs were
stiff and sore and I always felt tired and restless. The kidney secretions passed far too often. On a friend's advice, I used Doan's Kidney Pills and they freed
me oí tne trouDies.
i
seldom have need of a
kidney medicine now,
I
nevertheless,
but
wouldn t be without a
box of Doan's In ths house.1
Get Deaa's at Any Stere,

Enquire for the
WJsoi Never Break Trace

a Boa

CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.

Ship Your Scrap Iron,' Metals

KfSJiJfc

DENVER METAL COMPANY

and Rubber to tba
DAISY FLY KILLER
?I f Jüt

f

HASOLO

SOMMS,

ISO OS

HALS

13th and Larimer Sta, Denver, Colo.
WKITB rOB PBICI LIST

fle

SIM
Hut, elua,
arnamanuj, ooofaoiaBi,
abata. Laafc 11 eaaoe
Hula a( siaul, aaa'liplU
ar tip rar will sat aall
or Injur anrlbliif. Oaar
witaad affactlT. told Bf
aant br
daalara, or
propala lor $1.00.

tar Largest Dealers In the Wast.

PREVENIOS

Applied to concrete gires It 100
more wearing efficiency. For basement floors, foundations, silos, cisterna, walks, etc. Absolutely
guaranteed by THE ELASTIC PAINT MFC
CO., 1737 Fifteenth
Dearer. Colo. Writt ,

AVS., SROOPXYN, N. V.

The Wyail Live Stock Co.
Our Specialties: Range,
!ig,v
. j?tk8tock and Dairy Cattle;
.
.

CREAM

Herfords; Immunised
Stock Bog.

Smir

Farda Bank
TO US AND GET
leesi 412 EicitsteBlih, Sleek Tarts, esver.Csls. GOOD PRICES and QUICK RETURNS
otoc

Watson .Colsnan.Wuh-rnaa1Hl"0
I Ia II I X
Int.
references.
lniton.U.O.

Booko
Boot

n

BOULDER CREAMERY CO,,

mull.

Denver Directory

Kodaks

DIAMONDS

DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Bend for Catalogue

and

runos,

ARTISTIC

JEWELRY

MAirOTACTrmnra

JOS. I.

and

Finishing Price List. Tea Doom Tkota MatarUk Co.,
Eutaia Kodak Co., (21 Ills Stnot, Daomr, Coloraia
Do Your Music Shopping At The Bif Store

"ow"

SCHWARTZ

Curtis, Dtnver, Csls.
16th
WRITE OR OALL FOR OATALOQ

EJÍl

Any Size Roll Film Developed

rida.rusoe, tictosous, blsctsic rusos

Newest ereauoni in victor ueoorai,
Plsyer Bolls, Sheet Moils, Violins,
Gnttare, Ukuleles, Banjos, Cornels.
Ton are Inrlted to open an ecoonnL
Beit serrlce largest selection. Write
lie whottntereote run. lnolofllnff this so.
KNIGHT-ÜAMi'BKLand we will retnm foil pa.rtktilo.ri.

lOos

printing. So and up; one day sertieei no delay.

it.

MTLI HIGH PHOTO CO., Est 1905, 320 17tk
Dearer
Authorised
ents Boatman Kodak Oo.,kodaks, sap-pil- es
aad SaJaaliig By Balk Catalog apon request.

if

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

UDSIO CO., VM.SVKR, COLO.

17.

Raise High Priced Wheat
on Fertile Canadian Soil

w

Canada extends to you a hearty invitation to settle on her FREE Homestead
lands of 160 acres each or secure some
of the low Driced lands in Manitoba.

Saskatchewan and Alberta. This year wheat is higher but
Canadian land just as cheap, so the opportunity Is more attractive than ever. Canada wants you to help feed the world
by tilling some of her fertile soil land similar to that which
during many years has averaged 20 to 48 bushels of wheat
to the acre. Think of the money you can make with wheat
around $2 a bushel and land so easy to get Wonderful
yields also of Oats, Barley and Flu. Mixed farming
in Western Canada is aa profitable an industry as
grain growing.
The Government this rear is sakfaig farmers to put In.....
creased acreage Into grain. There is s great demand for
farm labor to replace the many young men who hare

Mi"

71

I Hfi-Aye

T.i

i

volunteered for service. The climate Is healthful and
agreeable, railway facilities excellent, good schools and
churches conrenlent. Write for literature ss to reduced
railway rates to Supt of Immigration, Ottawa, C"1 . or to

Boom

W.V.BENNETT

4. Bee Bldg., Omaha. Neb.

'Canadian Oorernment

Agent

-

-
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H who loath war, and will
do tvarythiol lo bit power to
avert it, but who will, in the

I Personal Mention

last extremity, encounter it
peril, from love oi country
ad of home who i willing
to sacrifica bimclf, and all
that U dear to bim ia life, to
oí hi
promote the
iellowmao, will ever reoeive
worthy homage. Abbott.
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well-bei-

Solano country got a fina rain
Tuesday evening.

Hi'
THIS MOTHER

GAVE HER ALL

Ü1

Touching Incident of Sacrifice on the
AlUr of Her Country'e Need.
I

One of the touching

Incidents oí

Gonernl Lyons' march to Wilson creek
was that of a Tennessee mother bringing her little boy to the captain's tent
and offering him for the service of hl
country. The boy's fnther had been
killed In buttle, aud the mother and
The
boy were ulone In the world.
bright eyes and alert bearing of the
little chap, for he was scarcely thirteen years of age, caught the eye ot
the captain and ho asked what, the
boy could do. "I can drum," ho paid
proudly stretching himself to Ills full
height.
And he could as the fifer
soon found out as he played "The
1'lowers of Ediuborough," n must difficult piece to follow with the drum.
"Murium, I'll tahe the hoy," said the
captain. The mother kissed her boy
and turning to the captain wild:
"firing him hack, captain," and to the
boy she said as she placed her hand
on Ills eager Hule head, "find bless
you, my boy. You're all I have left,
but I give you to my country, and
drum right bravely for the boys In
Hiving the heavy fatiguing
blue."
marches from Rolla to Springfield It
was amusing to see the
fifer wading through the mud with our
little drummer hero mounted on his
back. During the f;;!it r.t Wilson
creek the cheery fife and brave drum
bent time fur the soldier buys In battle. The fight led down Into n deep
ravine and It was not long before our
drummer boy was In tiie midst of the
fray. That night the detail on guard
duty near the raviao thought he
heard faintly the pound of a drum, lie
listened in the moonlight nnri when
the relief came ho asked permission to
go in searc h of the nith: drir.nmer lad.
lie followed the sound of tho drum
aíí'l soon found our hero seated on the
ground with his back against n tree
nnd his faithful drum banging on a
bush. He dropped his drum sticks as
the guard came up and exclaimed:!
"Oh, corporal, I am so clad to see you
C.ive mo a drink," and as he turned to
go to get him water, he pleaded : "Oh,
don't go and leave me. I can't walk."
Ills little legs had been shot off at
the knees. Looking closer he discovered a dead soldier lying In the grass,
but evidently before he died he had
put n tourniquet about the stumps o!
he little legs. The brave lad was
carried Into camp anil given surgical
Attention, but the brave little spirit
rnt out Into the brightness nnd glory!
of a duty well done anil a country
gerved even unto death.

The winter night
cold nnd drear,
Along the river' sullen flow;
The cruel frost I camping here--'
The air ha living blade of
Look! pushing from the Icy utrand.
With ensign freezing In the air.
There Ball a small, but mighty band,
Acros the dang'roug Delaware.
1

(

Amerlm, to Hire
Ve plcilno our loyalty.

lowest ebb. Healen,' buffeted nnd
broken, the little army of George Washington had been pushed beyond the
Delaware.
lie bad scarce 4.000 men
to command, while Cornwallis and
Howe, the Iíriílsli commanders, lmd
Rix times that many scattered over
Isey Jersey and New York.
Many Americans wore becoming disgusted with the war. Even Washington's troops were disheartened and lie
faced the calamity of having all but
l,.r00 of them quit the service the first
of the year, when their enlistment expired. To make matters worse, Genera! Gates and some other high officers
in the army were trying to influence
They
congress against Washington.
used every argument they could to
discredit their leader.
Brilliant Strategy.

Mind,

luart

j

Rut while almost the entire country
was losing heart, Washington was planning a brilliant stroke to revive the
patriotism of the people and the enthusiasm of his troops, lie determined to strike n blow ut the Ilritish
forces in New Jersey, a dangerous
thing to do, one must admit, when It
is remembered that he 'was outnumbered six to one.
He was too wise a man to risk battle
with the main liritish force. He decided to attack one of the detachments
occupying the various cities of New
Jersev. After careful deliberation he
selected Trenton as the point to be
stormed. It was nearest his own position across the river and the majority of the troops there were Hessians,
German soldiers England had hired to

nnd huml;

M
CLUSTER

Left Trail of Blood.

CF PATRIOTIC GEMS

Eloquent Tributes of Daniel Webstet
to Our Country's Need3 and
Greatness.

Liberty and vuiion, now nnd forever,
one und Inseparable.
Let our object be our country, out
whole country, and nothing but out
country.
we are true to our country In out
day nnd generation, nnd those who
come after us shall be true to It also,
assuredly we shall elevate her to a
pitch of prosperity and happiness, ot
honor and power never yet reached by
any nation beneath the sun.

If

Washington's plan was to cross the
river Christinas night with n body of
picked troops, a time when he thought
the German commander, Colonel Rahl,
nnd his officers and men would be
carousing. He assembled the attack-lu- g
force quietly on his side of the

river.
Some of the troops Washington had
ordered to join him failed to arrive at
thp crossing point lu time.
But despite that disappointment Washington
pushed on. He determined to make
the attack wiih the column he had accompanied. Washington's troops were
so poorly. dud on the march that day
that a courier from General Gates in
Philadelphia was able to trull Washington's force by bloody footprints in
the snow. When men key their courage to that point nothing can stop

Miss

Freda Guthman returned

from Normal at Tucumcari Sun
day, and called Tuesday to direct
Mrs. Crosby's paper to be sent to
Green Bay, Wisconsin with back
numbers.

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,
"Dentist-- of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy

-

July 9 to 14

,

Southwestern Hotel
to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
The Carter Show at Roy Friday night drew a good crowd.
Carter is all that he claims to be
.as an Acrobat and' does5 sortie
clever stunts. The rest of the
cVrnur tint wnnrlprfnl hnr fnnnv
in places.

Kerns came home
from Dawson where she has
been employed for some time.
Miss Myrtle

Smith and family and
Granville Kitchell and wife and
Nellie drove to the Taylor ranch
west of Springer and back Suiv
day for a drive and to see the
country. They had a fine trip.
Con

By Kenneth MacDougall
PuHhera of pens and pencils.
Workers of wood and steel,

Doctors, lawyer and business men,
Answer the bugle' peal.
Hurrying throng of khaki,
Rumble of wagon train.
Clatter of cavalry horses,
The Guard la called out again.

it definite.
cheerWhile traveling through-thFOR SALE
less deserts of Nevada one day with a
number of the officials of the Union
One good work horse weighs
raeifie, the train passed n little sta- about 1400 lbs. also buggy and
tion with much platform, a bleak backSee them at L, E.
ground of sagebrush and Junipers, and harness.
no habitation within sight.
Deubler's ranch.
"What is that station there for?"
C. F'. STANLEY,
usked Mr. Harrlman Of one of the mil
Solano, N. M.
way officials with the party.v
"They ship a few cattle and two o?
three cars of wool."
Edgar and Sylvan Floersheim
"Which is It, two or throe?" Bnappct:
Miss
Mathews and Miss Lovfery
1;
Mr. Harrlman. "Which Is It? There
spent the 4th at Springer and
difference of S3 3 per cent."

Wagon Mound.

much-knocke-

Nothing More.
"Anything doing In I'lunkvlller

Give them the praise that's due
them,
"Not a thing."
For the regular call 'em "pard."
"But I see by the paper that man;
u
nan uui ior in wire ana ram- - i
are contempiuí
l!le of the men of the Nation- - S public Improvement
. I ed."
al Guard.
"Contemplated la the word. Merely
municipal castles In the air." Loul

vllle

Courier-Journa- l.

l'os-slbl-

U
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h 4hi
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X
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Fred Fluhmann and J. Floersheim celebraied the Fourth together m Roy.
Carlos Branch celebrated the
ith at Trinidad, he reports the
i a il his lif e.

1
I

I
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A story cf

adventurer

tKrillhg
situations,
hnxor and

a great and
tender love
vzmassiii

Reciting some of the real incidents of before
and after the landing of American marines at
Vera Cruz. A clean, inspiring tale of condin
border.
tions along the
You'll miss one of the best stories ever written by this popular author if you don't read
Texas-Mexica-

OUR NEW SERIAL

ease.
The habit of putting pins Into the
mouth "would not continue for n moment if everyone knew tills.
The moral of this little ntofy is
never hold pins in the mouth as, they
spread disease, even fatal discaso.

O
oear t óf the Sunset
Be sure to get the issue containing the
first installment.

Wis3 and Oiherwisa-

here,
walked some, caught a car and
Creen food Is required to keep
came to Roy and tried the train
keyed up to ths proper' keenfor the finish. He seems a live ness, to supply certain elements In the
one and was the guest of Rev. egg nnd make the yolk nnd white of
proper color nnd texture.
Hearn while here.

1--

Back from the
desert.
Stalwart, alert and hard,
Protecting the nation' vital,
d
I
the
National
Guard.

.

It's the privilege of a hatter to üze
a hut up.
Never Judge what a woman thinks
by what she says..
A man Isn't necessarily u failure behas failed.
cause
of
Supt.
the Somehemen
Prof. Shadwick,
seem to be !iappy when
Tucumcari Schools, was in Roy ih?y have u grievance.
The proof of the political pudding
Tuesday enroute home from Taos
In the plum distribution.
itos
where he assisted in the conduct
And flour by any other name would
of the Taos County Normal. He nvr of the high price of wheat.
Son. people attempt so much thai
had' varied experiences getting
Ihey never get anything finished.
rode part way on horseback

.

National Guard

The pin is bom with millions of
brothers nnd sisters, who leuve home
to travel to till part3 of the world. On
their Journey they coiue In contact
with us human beings and It might be
Interesting to take up, what soire-tlme.-s
happens when they do so.
Suppose a pin found its way into
the laundry of a shirt manufacturer.
Wo would be likely to hear of it, llrsl
lu' the mouth of one of those foldinu
the shirt and preparing It for
This pin, as well as others,
might perhaps lie making Its first hi
tímate acquaintance with the genii
tliut produces sore throat. The shirt
gets to the consumer
lo starts tt
make it ready for use. For the second time the poor pin finds the human
mouth again, Its abiding place,
this time, it gets into an ulcerated mouth, thence it gels into the pin
cushion or somo other receptacle.
The persons who handle these cannot recognize disease germs by tin
naked eye, und therefore the pin with
its cargo of germs Is ready for u new
This time, perhaps, by a
Service.
dros';ui'.iV:er, if she has the bad buhl'
lilica-ialluded to, aho fills her mou'A
c, ith ilicse pins while she cuts v. lib
Kir patterns
nI fits various phve
together. This tln.e fer variailor, the
In r
lin may have found lodi-'iehealthy mouili. Nevertheless it i? not
4 pleasant fault, when you know t lupin's history thus far, to think of anyone leaking fucIi use of them.
Jlu.'.y u mother who uses pins In
i'.oes
fastening a child's dress
the same tiling. I5y tills time, In the
pin's líe history, it Is quite well armed
with spores of germs and really is
accountable fur much harm along
of travel. And now as It is gi
old aud about ready to close Its
life, a little child nuiy'be stricken with
tonsilitis or diphtheria or even scarlet
fever, because some of these diseases
are easily communicable from throats
so recently affected by the disease that
The
the danger is not recognized.
presence of the germs that have .been
referred to on the pin, is a real danger, as tiie physician or laboratory
worker knows he can take these germs
from pins In everyday use, and plant
thchi in foodstuffs that will make them
grow an J multiply in great numbers,;
colonies can bo seen iy the naked
eye and tht--can bo injected into
other llvli.j bcir.gs and produce distog.-thc-

Jimmie Turner and wife and
two children came down from
them.
Dawson Tuesday' to spend the 4th
This lovely llííid", this glorious libwith Neis Benson and family.
erty, these benign Institutions, the
Jim
hurried back but Mrs. Turndear purchase of our fathers, are ours:
He Wanted to Know.
remain and visit her many
will
er
ours to enjoy, ours to preserve, ours to
says
the
The late E, 11. Harridan,
transmit. Generations past and gen- Wall Street Journal, was u stickler for friends here. She is just back
erations to come hold us responsible facts. He cared little for an approxifrom an extended visit in Wisfor this sacred trust.
mate statement. When he asked his
consin.
employees for Information he wanted

Uñe

By DR. SAMUEL C. DIXON
of Hssllh si rauuylvsaia

ship-uient-

liout

light in America. f'ornwnlHs nnd Howe
had gone to New York with their
staffs, where social life and gayety was
at a higher pitch than In the little New
Jersey towns.

Thy laws he wisely mudo
And faithfully obeyed,
Thy honor ne'er hetrayed
God keep our land!

pick-nicki-

John Krizrn, one of our Union
County readers changes his ad
dress this week from Harrington
to Gladstone. That is one of
the finest valleys in the state
he lives and one that has
where
1770,
TIR winter of
the year of
the glorious Declaration of In- developed very fast in the past
dependence, found the fortunes
two years.
of 'the building nation at their

(

v

The Griner sisters, the Martins
the Scott3 and others went
to the river west of
town the 4th. They found others
had done the same and a company of over 50 gathered at the
river and celebrated,

a clarion call,
Salute the early morning' gray;
Now, routed Invader, yield, or fall;
The worthy land ha won the day!
Boon nhal! the glorious n wg be hurled
Wherever men have wronira to bear;
For freedom' torch Illumes tho world.
And God has crossed the IHlmvare!
Will Carleton.
A runh a

long-legge-

'

Clifbn Downing wil! lead the
Endeavor next Sunday evening
A good attendance is dejired
and an interesting program assured.

Tale of a Pin'

binara
Syriae language.
Syriac is one of the three groups ol
languages Into which the old Aramaic
of Assyria und Babylonia was developed, the other groups being the Chai-dai- c
and the Nabatean-SabeaThe Syriac is emphatically a Christian literature language, the Bible was
translated into it as was a deal of
writing from the fourth to the tenth
century, and it, instead of Latin, is the
liturgical language of the Itoman Catholics of Lebanon in Syria today.
"'he
is a variant of
the Syriac, combining features of both
the Syriac and Chaldaic groups. It is
found in use In Kurdistan and the Lake
c

Urmia

dlstn"

Antiquity cf

Postcards.

It is generally understood that picture postcards first came into vogue
shortiy after the war of 1S70, but It
:s probable that they go back nearly
a century earlier. In the "Aiiuunacli
ile la Petite Poste" of 1777 one finds
"There are ut
the following:
some engravings which vnio
carried through the post on cards
often with communications, which art
visible to all. This new Invention is
by Demaison, the engraver, and has
caused much talK." According to t !:!.'
France appears to be the birthplace jf
she modern pictorial cards.
--

t

"Advance and Charge!"

General Sullivan became somewhat
about the outcome while on
the march and sent, a messenger to
Washington to ask what should be
nnd charge," was
done. "Advance
Washington's succinct reply. Washington said in his report the next day that
he might have retreated at this time
nnd he thought he could have crossed
the1 river without being discovered by
the British.
It was nearly eight o'clock before
the American advance met the first
British outposts. The latter were attacked quickly and driven back on
the town without trouble. A rattle of
musketry from the outposts announced
the beginning of the battle. Wayne
Whipplé says In his "Life of Warring
ton" that the Americans were so mau
that morning that they would have attacked, the British with broomsticks.
Washington's surmise about Colonel
'
Rahl and his officers was correct. They
hád spent the night At the homeof
Abraham Hunt, drinking and making
' merry. Hunt had furnished them an
elaborate Christmas supper. While the
,
supper was In progress, Inte
' a negro servait entered the. room and
gave' Colonel Rahl a mote. The latter
thrust it In his pocket without looking
Mt. It was fortunate for America
'
that he wa too 'drunk to act properly,
for that nbtev Was frotn' a Tory warn-'Ilg- ;
him' of NXVhMlni!Uh'8pirvai.
dubious

that-night-

:

Tesar Choice of

linely - Fosir (84) Styles

Color ind

SiiinUie

famous line
of "Rmngr Bicycle, shown in full color In our bie new Cotaloiriie jiistoff thepret. There
(83) others, also, shown nt prices niinflng from $11.76, $13.76,
76
re eiehty-thre- e
no. There is a MEAD Dlcycle for avwrjr rider, at a price made possible ouly by our
R
sales plan.
but write TODAY for this new Catalogue of "Roneer"Wcyeles,
CCIPII Hi!
vnlt cutinmh you. Also,
Oklll) llU laillilCI Tires and Sundries at prims ti low txv
prepaid your choice of any
full particulars of our irreat new offer to deliver to you all eliarne
OJVJj
SiOHTITS
fo
you
may
Bicycles
FREE TRIAL.
select.
of the 94 kinds of "RANGKR"
This wonderful offer is aluKiMdv penuina, Noone criticises your choice if it's a 'Ranger" the
country.
bicycle
aeUing
In the
V
most popular, largest

lfl8EY

TIBES, LIMPS,

EsHt-lia-Whs- cb

equipment and Sundrtes.'ai well as the Repair Fnrtsand Comhinntion Offers for
refitting your old Bicycle all shown fully Illustrated, at HALS' USUAL PRICES. Our new
Catalogue ia the largest ever Issued by any Bicycle concern. Even if you do not need a new
Bicycle now, or Repair Parts, Tires, etc. , for your old Bicycle, you need this Catalogue to tell yon
.
the prices you Should pay when you do buy,
We want a Rider Agent in every neighborhood to ride
I3TCH
PCIITC
LU and exhibit the new
You can select the
iparticular style suited to your own needs. Boys and young men l parts of the coantry are
iriding "Rangers'!nd taking orders from theirfriends. They make a good commission on every
anle and so urn you. Our great output, perfected method and machinery enable us to sell
auakty" Bicycles at prices below all competitors.
- THOTORCYCtE
AND AUTOMOBILE SUPPLIES. Our big, new Catalogue also give large
,. space to these line at lowest prices. Thousands of our "Bicycle" customers of a generation ago
"Auto" Sundries of us, because they know "Meed" quality and price are
buying
their
now
are
i always right.
rWRITE US TOBA Y. Do not dlT. A postal request at a cost of one cait will bring yon the
Ibif catalogue. IA) NOT PUY until you get it and.our uwmterui new offer and price.

'In

Bicycle

If Kill
'Kliril fclikNId I'll

0

